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The Fluorescent Microsphere
Resource Center (FMRC)

Purpose of the FMRC and this Manual
The Fluorescent Microsphere Resource Center (FMRC) developed from the need to identify and
develop nonradioactive methods for measuring regional organ blood flow. This manual is intended to
serve as a practical reference for scientists who are beginning to use fluorescent microspheres to
measure regional organ perfusion.

The Fluorescent Microsphere Resource Center
The purpose of the FMRC is to provide a forum to exchange information among scientists regarding
new methods for measuring regional organ blood flow as well as to continue the development of new
methods.
Since its introduction by Rudolf and Heyman (1967), measurement of regional organ blood flow using
radio-labeled microspheres has become the gold standard. However, there are increasing concerns
regarding health and environmental hazards and expense associated with special handling, disposal and
limited shelf-life.
Techniques using fluorescent microspheres to measure regional organ blood flow have only recently
been developed and validated against traditional radioactive methods (Glenny, et al. 1993; Prinzen, et al.
1994; Van-Oosterhout, et al. 1995). Fluorescent methodologies are evolving rapidly and are currently
being used world-wide. The FMRC serves as a focal point for compilation and dissemination of
information regarding fluorescent technology.
The FMRC is a nonprofit organization located at the University of Washington. It is supported as a core
facility by multiple investigators in the Division with grants from the NIH. Funds from private industry
also support the FMRC with the understanding that these funds will be used to promote the advancement
of the scientific process rather than exploitation of commercial interests.

The FMRC Manual
This manual serves as a primer and practical reference for scientists planning to use fluorescent
microspheres to measure regional organ perfusion. The manual includes information on all aspects of
fluorescent microsphere techniques related to the measurement of regional organ perfusion. Information
about the physical properties of fluorescent microspheres, their preparation and injection, and techniques
for their recovery are provided. The manual also includes a short tutorial on the principles and
measurement of fluorescence. The specifics of using a spectrophotometer are addressed. The manual is
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continually revised and updated based on comments, requests, and contributions from users. For this
manual to serve its intended purpose, feedback from users is essential. We need to know what works
and what does not. Please let us know about sections of the manual that are not clear.
A secondary purpose of this manual is to answer frequently-asked questions (FAQ's). If an answer
cannot be found in the manual, personnel at the FMRC or users of the FMRC list server will respond to
specific questions.

Obtaining Information from the FMRC
Distribution of information on fluorescent microsphere methods is accomplished through the following
modalities:
●

Electronic mail. Personnel at the FMRC answer this mail and return requested information and
manuals. Electronic mail should be sent to:
glenny@u.washington.edu

●

The FMRC has a home page on the internet. This web site is updated regularly and provides a
convenient interface to browse through FMRC information or download pertinent files. The web site
includes recent announcements, the latest manuals and current WINFAC analysis software.
Documents are available in Adobe Acrobat™ PDF format for easy viewing and printing. Highquality images of fluorescent microspheres are also available through the web site. The FMRC home
page is:
http://fmrc.pulmcc.washington.edu/

●

A FAX machine receives requests and transmits information to those scientists who do not have
access to the Internet. The fax number is: (206) 685-8673.

●

Requests for information or questions can also be answered through postal mail. The FMRC may be
contacted at the following address:
Fluorescent Microsphere Resource Center
University of Washington
Box 356522
Seattle, WA 98195-6522
USA

●

Scientists are encouraged to visit the FMRC Laboratory. Visitors are welcome to participate in
experiments or simply observe. Scientists may conduct their own experiments if previously cleared
by the University of Washington Animal Care Committee.
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Tutorial on Fluorescence and
Fluorescent Instrumentation

Brief Tutorial on Fluorescence
Fluorescence occurs when a molecule absorbs light photons from the u.v.-visible light spectrum, known
as excitation, and then rapidly emits light photons as it returns to it’s ground state. Fluorimetry
characterizes the relationship between absorbed and emitted photons at specified wavelengths. It is a
precise quantitative analytical technique that is inexpensive and easily mastered. This chapter outlines
the basic concepts and theories on instrument setup and fluorescent dyes in solution.
All chemical compounds absorb energy which causes excitation of electrons bound in the molecule,
such as increased vibrational energy or, under appropriate conditions, transitions between discrete
electronic energy states. For a transition to occur, the absorbed energy must be equivalent to the
difference between the initial electronic state and a high-energy state. This value is constant and
characteristic of the molecular structure. This is termed the excitation wavelength. If conditions permit,
an excited molecule will return to ground state by emission of energy through heat and/or emission of
energy quanta such as photons. The emission energy or wavelength of these quanta are also equivalent
to the difference between two discrete energy states and are characteristic of the molecular structure.
Fluorescence occurs when a molecule absorbs photons from the u.v.-visible light spectrum (200-900
nm), causing transition to a high-energy electronic state and then emits photons as it returns to its initial
state, in less than 10-9 sec. Some energy, within the molecule, is lost through heat or vibration so that
emitted energy is less than the exciting energy; i.e., the emission wavelength is always longer than the
excitation wavelength. The difference between the excitation and emission wavelengths is called the
Stokes shift.
Fluorescent compounds or fluorophors can be identified and quantified on the basis of their excitation
and emission properties. Figure 2-1 shows the excitation and emission spectra of a yellow-green
fluorescent dye (Molecular Probes, Inc.). The excitation spectra is determined by measuring the
emission intensity at a fixed wavelength, in this case 506 nm, while varying the excitation wavelength.
The emission spectra is determined by measuring the variation in emission intensity wavelength for a
fixed excitation wavelength, in this case 495 nm.
As shown in Figure 2-1, this dye has a detectable emission intensity for a broad excitation range (440492 nm). Maximum emission occurs at a unique excitation wavelength of 495 nm. Emitted light is
detected for a broad wavelength range (492–600 nm), however, when excited at 495 nm, maximum
emission occurs at 506 nm. The excitation and emission properties of a compound are fixed, for a given
instrument and environmental condition, and can be used for identification and quantification.
The principal advantage of fluorescence over radioactivity and absorption spectroscopy is the ability to
separate compounds on the basis of either their excitation or emission spectra, as opposed to a single
spectra. This advantage is further enhanced by commercial fluorescent dyes that have narrow and
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distinctly separated excitation and emission spectra. Table 2-1 lists excitation and emission wavelength
pairs which cause maximum emission for 10 common fluorescent dyes.

Fluorescence
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Figure 2-1
Excitation Scan
(Em=506)

Emission Scan
(Em=495)

Excitation and emission spectra of a
yellow-green fluorescent dye (Molecular
Probes, Inc.). The Stokes shift of this
dye is relatively small (11 nm). In
theory, peak intensity of the excitation
and emission scans should be equivalent.
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Although, maximum emission occur only for specific excitation and emission wavelength pairs, the
magnitude of fluorescent intensity is dependent on both intrinsic properties of the compound and on
readily controlled experimental parameters, including intensity of the absorbed light and concentration
of the fluorophor in solution.
The intensity of emitted light, F, is described by the relationship
F = φI0(1-e-εbc)

(1)

where φ is the quantum efficiency, I0 is the incident radiant power, ε is the molar absorptivity, b is the
path length of the cell, and c is the molar concentration of the fluorescent dye (Guilbault, 1990) .
The quantum efficiency is the percentage of molecules in an excited electronic state that decay to ground
state by fluorescent emission; i.e., rapid emission of a light photon in the range of 200-900 nm. This
value is always less than or equal to unity and is characteristic of the molecular structure. The quantum
efficiency for some fluorescent dyes is presented in Table 2-1. A high efficiency is desirable to produce
a higher relative emission intensity. All non-fluorescent compounds have a quantum efficiency of zero.
The intensity of the excitation light, which impinges on the sample, depends of the source type,
wavelength and other instrument factors. The light source, usually mercury or xenon, has a characteristic
spectrum for emission intensity relative to wavelength. The properties and advantages of sources are
discussed below in the Instrumentation Section.
For dilute concentrations, where εbc < 0.05, equation (1) reduces to the form:
F = kφI0εbc

2-2
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Table 2-1
Excitation/Emission Wavelengths and Quantum Efficiencies of Fluorescent Dyes in 2ethoxyethyl acetate
Color
Blue
Blue-Green
Green
Yellow-Green
Yellow
Orange
Orange-Red
Red
Crimson
Scarlet

Excitation
Wavelength (lex, nm)

Emission
Wavelength (lem, nm)

Quantum
Efficiency

360
430
445
485
517
534
553
566
610
646

423
467
492
506
524
552
569
598
635
680

0.7
0.7
0.7
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.4
0.1

If φ, I0, ε and b remain constant, the relationship between the fluorescence intensity and dye
concentration is linear (Guilbault, 1990).
At high dye concentrations or short path lengths, fluorescence intensity relative to dye concentration
decreases as a result of "quenching". As the concentration of molecules in a solution increases,
probability increases that excited molecules will interact with each other and lose energy through
processes other than fluorescent emission. Any process that reduces the probability of fluorescent
emission is known as quenching. Other parameters that can cause quenching include presence of
impurities, increased temperature, or reduced viscosity of the solution media (Guilbault, 1990).

Introduction to Experimentation
A schematic representation of a fluorimeter is shown in Figure 2-2. The light source produces light
photons over a broad energy spectrum, typically ranging from 200 to 900 nm. Photons impinge on the
excitation monochromator, which selectively transmits light in a narrow range centered about the
specified excitation wavelength. The transmitted light passes through adjustable slits that control
magnitude and resolution by further limiting the range of transmitted light. The filtered light passes into
the sample cell causing fluorescent emission by fluorphors within the sample. Emitted light enters the
emission monochromator, which is positioned at a 90º angle from the excitation light path to eliminate
background signal and minimize noise due to stray light. Again, emitted light is transmitted in a narrow
range centered about the specified emission wavelength and exits through adjustable slits, finally
entering the photomultiplier tube (PMT). The signal is amplified and creates a voltage that is
proportional to the measured emitted intensity. Noise in the counting process arises primarily in the
PMT. Therefore, spectral resolution and signal to noise is directly related to the selected slit widths.
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Since source intensity may vary over time, most research grade fluorimeters are equipped with an
additional “reference PMT” which measures a fraction of the source output just before it enters the
excitation monochromator, and used to ratio the signal from the sample PMT.
Not all fluorimeters are configured as described above. Some instruments employ sets of fixed bandpass filters rather than variable monochromators. Each filter can transmit only a select range of
wavelengths. Units are usually limited to 5 to 8 filters and are therefore less flexible. Fiber optics are
also employed for “surface readers”, to transmit light from the excitation monochromators to the sample
surface and then transport emitted light to the emission monochromators. This setup has the advantage
of speed, but has the disadvantages of increased signal to noise, due to the inline geometry, and smaller
path length which increase the probability of quenching.

Light Source

Excitation
Monochromator

S
a
m
p
l
e

Emission
Monochromator

Figure 2-2 Top:

Photomultiplier

Path
length

Figure 2-2 Bottom:
Exciting
Light

Emitted
Light

Exciting
Light
Emitted
Light
Cuvette Reader

Fluorescent
Signal

Schematic representation of a
fluorescence
spectrophotometer.
The excitation and emission
monochromators are variable bandpass filters.

Surface Reader

Two methods of measuring
fluorescence. The cuvette reader
excites the sample over the entire
path length and reads the emitted
light at right angles. The surface
reader excites the sample from the
top and reads the emitted light returning along the same path
direction.

Fluorescent methods have three significant advantages over absorption spectroscopy. First, two
wavelengths are used in fluorimetry, but only one in absorption spectroscopy. Emitted light from each
fluorescent color can be easily separated because each color has unique and narrow excitation spectra.
This selectivity can be further enhanced by narrowing the slit width of the emission monochromator so
that only emitted light within a narrow spectral range is measured. Multiple fluorescent colors within a
single sample can quantified by sequential measurement of emitted intensity using a set of excitation
and emission wavelength pairs specific for each color. The second advantage of fluorescence over
absorption spectroscopy is low signal to noise, since emitted light is read at right angles to the exciting
light. For absorption spectrophotometry, the excitation source, sample and transmitted light are
configured in line, so that the absorption signal is the small difference between the exciting light and the
transmitted light, both of which are quite intense. The third advantage is that fluorescent methods have
a greater range of linearity. Because of these differences, the sensitivity of fluorescence is
approximately 1,000 times greater than absorption spectrophotometric methods (Guilbault, 1990).
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A major disadvantage of fluorescence is the sensitivity of fluorescence intensity to fluctuations in pH
and temperature. However, pH effects can be eliminated by using nonaqueous solvents, and normal
room temperature fluctuations do not significantly affect the fluorescence intensities of commercial dye
solutions.
It is important to consider interactions between different types of compounds in a given solution. For
instance, one potential problem with neighboring fluorescent colors is that the emitted photons from one
compound may cause excitation of a compound that fluoresces at a longer excitation wavelength,
causing a reduction in the observed emitted intensity. This would be greatest when the emission
wavelength overlaps the excitation wavelengths of two colors. An example is shown in Figure 2-3,
where the emission light from the red dye is measured in a solution containing increasing concentrations
of crimson dye. It was found that the decrease in red emission intensity was less than 3% for crimson
concentrations that were almost three-fold greater than the red microspheres. Potential interactions
should be considered when choosing combinations of colors for use in experiments requiring multiple
fluorescent microspheres. Future quantification of absorption and emission effects caused by companion
dyes will enable us to apply a mathematical correction matrix to reduce a source of error and allow
greater flexibility in choice of color combinations.

Emission Scan
Excitation = 580
Emission peak = 599.5

400

Fluorescence

300

Peak Values:
372.8
360.1
363.8
360.4

200
100
0
550

600

650

Figure 2-3
Emission spectra of mixtures of red
and crimson fluorescent dye (at an
excitation wavelength of 580 nm).
Per ml of solvent, 2,500 red
microspheres were present together
with 0, 2,000, 4,000 or 6,000
crimson
microspheres.
With
increasing crimson concentration
the reading for red decreases (<3%)
due to absorption of the emitted red
fluorescence by the crimson (see
text). Note that the emission signal
at 640 nm (peak of crimson
emission) is not read when the
sample is excited at 580 nm.

700

Emission Wavelength (nm)
A significant problem can arise when absorption of excited or emitted light from a fluorescent dye
occurs in the presence of non-fluorescent substances, significantly decreasing the fluorescence signal
and causing erroneous results. Nonfluorescent dyes commonly used for vital stains in tissue samples
absorb light from 400- to 680-nm wavelengths. Absorption curves of five commonly used
nonfluorescent dyes are shown in Figure 2-4. These dyes significantly interfere with excited and/or
emitted light from the dyes in the fluorescent microspheres. Users should check vital dyes to see if they
fluoresce and when they do not, assume they can be used in conjunction with fluorescent dyes without
considering the absorption characteristics of vital dyes. A simple method is used to determine if a
substance interferes with your fluorescence signal. Make a fluorescent sample containing the
fluorescent dyes of interest and read them at the appropriate excitation and emission wavelengths. Add
the vital dye or other substance to the solution and reread the fluorescence, taking into account any
dilution that may have occurred. If the fluorescent signals are the same, your vital dye probably does
Introduction to Experimentation
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not affect your fluorescence signal. Note: It is best to test this with fluorescence signals and vital dye
concentrations in the ranges commonly encountered.
Many fluorescent compounds interact with the excitation light to decompose or otherwise change their
structure. To minimize this possibility, an excitation energy of the longest wavelength that results in a
detectable fluorescent emission may be more suitable than employing peak excitation energy (Guilbault,
1990).
2.0
3

4

Figure 2-4:

1.5

Absorption spectra of five different dyes: 1) Tartrazine
(yellow); 2) orange G; 3) fuchsin (red); 4) crystal violet;
and 5) Neptune blue BG (patent blue V).
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Fluorescence Instrumentation
Perkin-Elmer LS-50B
To obtain accurate data, it is necessary to understand several key aspects of fluorescence
spectrophotometry and how these pertain to use of the LS-50B.
All fluorescence instruments contain three basic elements: a source of light, a sample holder, and a
detector (Figure 2-2). To be of analytical utility, a system must be equipped with adjustable
monochromators that can accurately select excitation and emission wavelengths. It is also essential to
monitor and correct any fluctuations in source intensity. The Perkin-Elmer Models LS-50 and LS-50B
Luminescence Spectrometer measure the fluorescence intensity of samples in either a continuous scan
over a range of wavelengths or at select excitation and emission wavelength pairs. Blood flow analysis
data require accurate detection of fluorescence intensities for a sample containing multiple fluorophores.
This can be accomplished accurately and rapidly by using a wavelength program that performs serial
intensity measurements on a single sample at predefined excitation and emission wavelength pairs.
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The Xenon Source
The LS-50B employs a pulsed xenon source that produces a high output using a low voltage, 9.9 watts,
resulting in longer lamp life with minimal ozone and heat production. Equally important, the pulsed
source reduces potential photobleaching of the sample, during analysis, by several orders of magnitude
over continuous sources. The xenon flash lamp produces a 10-µsec pulse of radiation in 16 msec. In
fluorescence mode, the photomultiplier tube detector is gated for an 80-msec period in synchronization
with the lifetime of the lamp pulse.

Photomultiplier Tube
A photomultiplier dark current is acquired prior to the onset of each lamp pulse and is subtracted from
that pulse for correction of phototube dark current. The instrument measures and corrects every flash of
the lamp to improve sensitivity at low levels of fluorescence, making it possible to measure samples in
room light, thus freeing the user from working through septa in light-tight compartments.

Determining Fluorescence Ratios (LS-50B)
Intensity of emitted light depends on a number of factors, including intensity of incident exciting light
(the more powerful the exciting light, the stronger the emitted fluorescence intensity). All light sources
currently used in fluorescence instrumentation lack stability over long periods. This causes the output of
a xenon lamp to fluctuate as a function of time, which affects measured fluorescence intensity of a given
sample, all other conditions being equal. To perform accurate quantitative analyses, these fluctuations
must be monitored and corrected to the measured fluorescence intensity. The LS-50B automatically
makes this correction by determining the ratios of real-time lamp intensity to sample intensity. The
lamp intensity is monitored continuously with a beam splitter to divert a portion of the exciting light to a
reference photomultiplier tube (just after it exits the excitation monochromator and prior to entering the
sample compartment). The output signal ratio is then scaled and multiplied by a rhodamine correction
spectrum stored within the instrument. Comparison with the rhodamine spectrum corrects the
wavelength-dependent response of the photomultiplier tubes and the transmission characteristics of the
beam splitter. Determining source ratios permits sample fluorescence to be measured free of lamprelated artifacts.

Signal Processing (LS-50B)
When operated in wavelength programming mode, the instrument automatically sets the excitation and
emission wavelengths for each dye and dwell time for the specified integration time. The instrument
then averages the appropriate number of lamp pulse cycles for the specified integration time. Longer
integration time reduces the signal-to-noise ratio for the sample fluorescence intensity. When calculating
the optimal sample integration, consider that 1) there are 60 lamp pulses per sec, and 2) the noise in a
sample measurement is reduced by the square root of the number of lamp pulses used. Because of the
square root relationship between noise reduction and pulse number, there is a point of diminishing return
for long integration times. An integration time exceeding 2 sec is necessary only when fluorescence
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intensities being measured are very small. Note: Long integration times (>5 sec) for multi-component
samples can result in prohibitively long total analysis time.

Slit Settings (LS-50B)
An important feature of the LS-50B is the availability of continuous variable slit adjustment (0.1-nm
increments) on both the excitation and emission monochromators. This flexibility allows the user to
fine-tune the instrument for both selectivity and sensitivity in dye discrimination and measurement. The
slits can best be described as volume controls for the fluorescence intensity. For optimal instrumental
performance, the excitation slit width automatically controls the sample photomultiplier tube voltage.
This control provides an optimum signal-to-noise ratio as a function of sample intensity.
In general, a wider slit setting causes higher fluorescence signal measurements. However, because of
the fluorescence ratioing system used in the LS-50B (see above), widening the excitation slit width will
not increase the reported fluorescent signal ratio, but does increase sample fluorescence signal, resulting
in an improved signal-to-noise ratio.
The spectral overlap of dyes used for blood flow analysis can be significant when all available dyes are
employed in one experiment; wide slit settings should be avoided in these experiments as they prevent
accurate separation of colors. For assays that require five or fewer dyes, the judicious selection of dyes
that have minimal or no spectral overlap can be selected (see recommended color combinations in
Section 4). As a result, slit settings up to 10-15 nm can be employed for maximum sensitivity. For
assays using more than five dyes, care must be taken to insure that a wide slit setting will not result in
significant cross-talk between adjacent dyes. With these types of assays there will always be a trade-off
between sensitivity and selectivity of dye discrimination.
Solvent and tissue background fluorescent signals can become significant as slit widths are increased.
High background signals in the Blue region are frequently seen when using the extraction method with
lung tissues. We have no experience with other tissue, but recommend testing all tissue for background
fluorescence (see Section 3).

Preparation of Sample
Fluorescence is a very sensitive technique. This is the one criterion that makes it a viable replacement to
many radioisotope-labeling procedures. However, it is extremely susceptible to interference by
contamination of trace levels of organic chemicals. Potential sources of contamination are ubiquitous
since any aromatic organic compound can be a possible source of fluorescence signal. For example, the
researcher is a possible source of this type of contamination since oils secreted by the skin are
fluorescent. Good laboratory procedure is essential in preventing solvents and chemicals from becoming
contaminated with high background fluorescence that could hinder low-level measurements. Solvents
should be of the highest level purity obtainable commercially. In addition, care must be taken to
eliminate all forms of solid interference (suspended particulates such as dust and fibers). These will
float in and out of the sampling area of the cuvette via convection currents, and cause false signals due
to light scattering while they remain in the instrument's beam.
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Sample Temperature
All fluorophores are subject to intensity variations as a function of temperature. In general fluorescence
intensity decreases with increasing temperature due to increased molecular collisions that occur more
frequently at higher temperatures. These collisions bleed energy from the excited state that produces
fluorescence. The degree of response of an individual compound to temperature variations is unique to
each compound. While many commercially available dyes are selected for their temperature stability,
care should be taken to eliminate exposure of samples to drastic temperature changes during
measurement. If possible, the temperature of instrument's sample compartment should be regulated via
a circulating water bath. At lower assay temperatures, higher fluorescence signal will be generated. We
have found a 50% decrease in the fluorescence signal of yellow-green microspheres when exposed to
160°C for 15 minutes.

Sample pH
Fluorescence variations due to pH changes are caused by the different ionizable chemical species
formed by these changes. The results from these pH variations can be quite drastic since new ionization
forms of the compound are produced. For blood flow analysis, the amount of pH variation is dependent
on the tissue processing technique. A buffer step has been added to the final rinse for negative pressure
filtration technique to minimize pH variations (see Section 5).

Sample Exposure to Light
The fluorescent dyes within microspheres are very stable, losing less then 1% of their fluorescent signal
in six months. Once the microspheres are dissolved in solvent, stability decreases. Exposure to sunlight
has been shown to significantly degrade dye in less than one week. Therefore we recommend that the
samples be stored in the dark both prior to and after extraction.

Fluorimeter-to-Fluorimeter Variability
There is substantial machine-to-machine variability between fluorimeters, even from the same
manufacturer. When the same sample is read on two different fluorimeters the fluorescence signals will
not necessarily be equivalent. It may be possible to correct for this variability using the internal controls
run prior to and during a fluorimeter session (see Section 3). All samples for a given experiment should
be read on the same fluorimeter, using identical experimental conditions.

Other Instruments
Hitachi F-2000
The Hitachi F-2000 is another fluorescent spectrophotometer that has been used successfully to separate
six different colors of microspheres (Chein et al., 1995). Although its spillover matrix is somewhat
greater than the Perkin Elmer machine (Section 4), all colors can be easily separated if the spillover is
corrected using a matrix inversion method (solving for a system of linear equations).
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ISA-Spex FluoroMax-2
The FluoroMax-2 is a commercially available spectrofluorometer that offers high sensitivity, fastscanning capability, and selectivity for research and routine fluorescence measurements. The basic
components include the source, slits, excitation monochromator, sampling compartment, reference
detector, emission monochromator and detector.
The Source
The xenon source that supplies UV performance, is mounted vertically, thereby eliminating sagging of
the arc and increasing stability and useful life. The lamp lifetime extends to 1200 hours in the
FluoroMax-2 system.
The xenon source is focused onto the entrance slit of the excitation monochromator with an elliptical
mirror. Light collection is maximized throughout the system to provide high sensitivity. Besides
insuring efficient collection, the reflective surface keeps all wavelengths focused on the slit, unlike
lenses that have chromatic aberrations that make them most efficient only at one wavelength.
The Slits
The slits themselves are bilaterally, continuously adjustable from the computer in units of bandpass
(wavelength ) or millimeters. This preserves maximum resolution and instant reproducibility. The
bandpass can range from 0-30 nm depending on the signal strength. For weakly fluorescing samples it
is advantageous to increase the bandpass and collect more light. For highly fluorescent samples the
narrow bandpass is recommended to avoid exposing the detector to too high signal levels.
The Monochromators
The excitation monochromator is an aspheric design that insures that the image of the light diffracted by
the grating fits through the slit. This is an important feature when wanting to measure fluorescence from
extremely small sample volumes. The FluoroMax-2 measures high sensitivity regardless of sample
volume. The gratings themselves are plane, ruled gratings that avoid the two major disadvantages of the
more common concave holographic gratings: poor polarization performance and inadequate imaging
during scans that throws away light. The unique wavelength drive scans the grating at speeds as high as
200 nm/s. The grating grooves are blazed to provide maximum light in the UV and visible region.
The Reference Detector
Before the excitation light reaches the sample, a photodiode reference detector monitors the intensity as
a function of time and wavelength to correct for any change in output due to age or wavelength.. The
photodiode detector has a wider wavelength response range than the older, traditional rhodamine-B
quantum counter, and requires no maintenance.
The Sample Chamber
A spacious sample chamber is provided to allow the use of a long list of accessories for special samples,
and encourage the user to utilize a variety of sample schemes.
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Detector
Emission detector electronics employ photon- counting for low-light-level detection. Photon counting
concentrates on signals that originate from fluorescence photons, ignoring the smaller pulses originating
in the pmt electronics. The more common method of analog detection adds noise and signal together
hiding low signals in the noise.
The emission detector housing also contains and integral high voltage supply that is factory set to
provide the maximum count rate, while eliminating most of the dark noise. An optional detector extends
the useful range of the system further into the IR.
The Emission Monochromator
All features of the excitation monochromator are also incorporated into the emission monochromator.
Gratings are blazed to provide maximum efficiency in the visible.
Computer Control
The FluoroMax-2 is controlled by a PC via a serial link. On start up, the system automatically calibrates
and presents itself for either new experiments or stored routines.
The Fluorescence Measurements
The type of scans automatically defined in the sophisticated DataMax software allow the following
types of fluorescence measurements:
Excitation
Emission
Synchronous
Time Base Scans

Constant Wavelength Analysis
Multiwavelength Scanning
Single Point Analysis
Recall Experiment

References
Chien, G. L., C. G. Anselone, R. F. Davis and D. M. Van-Winkle. Fluorescent vs. radioactive
microsphere measurement of regional myocardial blood flow. Cardiovasc Res. 30:405-12, 1995.
Guilbault, G. G. Practical Fluorescence. Modern Monographs in Analytical Chemistry. 3: 1990.
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Standard Curves, Fluorescent
Controls, Background Fluorescence
& Sources of Error

.

Standard Curves
Fluorescence is linearly proportional to dye concentration in dilute samples (see Section 2). However, if
the concentration is too great, quenching occurs and the relationship between fluorescence and
concentration becomes curvilinear. Standard curves (shown in Figure 3-1) are constructed by analyzing
serial dilutions of a single color of microsphere in solvent. They are used to evaluate a
spectrophotometer's linearity as well as determine the number of microspheres per ml solvent added to
each sample for a given microsphere lot. As shown in Figure 3-1 fluorescence is linear with respect to
the number of microspheres in a sample at lower concentrations (generally 2,000 microspheres/ml of
solvent) and becomes curvilinear at higher concentrations.
.
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Figure 3-1 Relationship between the fluorescence intensity and the number of fluorescent microspheres per sample.

Each microsphere varies with respect to the quantum efficiency of the dye and the relative "dye load" for
that lot of microspheres. These factors affect the fluorescence intensities per number of microspheres.
A standard curve should be constructed for each new lot of microspheres to confirm the linearity and
concentration range (see below).
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Construction of Standard Curves
1) Take 5 µl of 0.2% FluoSpheres® (5,000 fluorescent microspheres) and add it to 10 ml of solvent
(we use 2-ethoxyethyl acetate). This yields the fluorescence intensities for ~500 fluorescent
microspheres/ml.
2) Depending on the range of your fluorimeter (based on the manufacturer's recommended
operating range), calculate the number of µl required to add to 10 ml solvent to yield a
fluorescent microsphere concentration that will be just above the upper intensity limit for your
fluorimeter.
3) Using this high-stock solution, make multiple serial dilutions of microspheres with very accurate
pipetting. Calculate the number of microspheres per ml for each dilution.
4) The fluorescence intensities per number of microspheres per ml are plotted to yield a standard
curve for that lot of microspheres.

Fluorescence Controls
Samples of known fluorescence intensities should be measured in the fluorimeter prior to and during the
running of a series of samples. Measuring these controls has three important purposes:
1) To make sure that all experimental parameters on the fluorimeter are appropriately set.
2) To check that the lamp and photomultiplier tube of the fluorimeter are functioning properly and
the monochromators are appropriately set.
3) To monitor methodological noise.
A change in control intensities may be an early indication that the lamp is beginning to fail or your
machine parameters are not properly set.
The best controls would be Lucite-embedded fluorescent dyes that could be used repeatedly.
Unfortunately these are not currently available. We routinely make a set of control solutions of
fluorescent microspheres dissolved in 2-ethoxyethyl acetate (see the following section on making a set
of controls). We read these controls prior to every experimental run and after every 50 samples during a
run. Using the internal control function found in the FAC or WINFAC programs (see FAC manual
version 8 or higher), a control data file is generated to determine methodological noise. FAC has an
automated control check that compares current control intensities to past control intensities stored in the
control data file. If intensities differ by more than 5%, a message is sent to the operator that controls are
out of range. Each technician should routinely evaluate controls to make sure they do not vary from day
to day. Controls are also analyzed at the completion of an experiment to determine methodological
noise (see components of methodological noise below). We plot the control intensities and calculate the
coefficient of variation (standard deviation divided by the mean). Examples from two of our
experiments, as well as "fluorimeter variability" are shown in Figures 3-2, 3-3 and 3-4. Our coefficient
of variation (measurement of method noise) runs approximately 2-3% with good operator technique.
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Solvent Blanks
Solvent "blanks" are routinely read at the beginning, during, and at the end of each fluorimetry session.
This allows for correction of "background" fluorescence to be subtracted from the fluorescence
intensity. In our system, 2-ethoxyethyl acetate produces significant background intensities in the blue
region only.
Reading solvent blanks also helps assure clean cuvettes. A high blank fluorescence intensity should flag
the operator to a dirty cuvette or other problems.

Organ Fluorescence
Tissue can fluoresce causing an increase in fluorescence intensities. With direct extraction of
microspheres from air dried lung tissue soaked in 2-ethoxyethyl acetate, there is a significant
contribution in fluorescence intensity in the blue region. This tissue fluorescence has an optimum peak
excitation and emission pair of 320 and 405- nm, respectively. There is significant background tissue
fluorescence only in the blue region. This background tissue intensity can be subtracted from the
measured fluorescence intensities.
We have encountered no significant background signal caused by tissue fluorescence in microsphere
extractions filtered to remove tissue particulate. Prior to beginning an experiment with new tissue types
or recovery methods, we recommend the organ of interest be harvested from an animal that received no
fluorescent microspheres, tissue digested, and fluorescence determined for each excitation and emission
wavelength pair of interest.
Particulate: It is important that the sample solution be free of particulate, by careful pipetting or
filtering prior to analysis. The presence of particulate in solution causes the exciting light to scatter,
potentially increasing and/or decreasing sample fluorescence intensities.

Potential Sources of Error
An insufficient number of microspheres per tissue sample will introduce error into the flow estimate.
The generally accepted number of microspheres needed for accurate flow measurement is 400/piece
(Buckberg, 1971). This problem is solved by increasing the number of injected microspheres.
Under low-flow situations (i.e., small pieces of tissue with very low perfusion having less than 400
microspheres in a given sample), one can determine the relative error of a measurement by the number
of microspheres in the reference blood sample and the number of microspheres in the tissue sample
(Nose et al., 1985).
Low fluorescence intensities will introduce error into the flow estimates. The lowest acceptable
intensities will depend on the sensitivity of the fluorimeter being used. Using a Perkin Elmer LS-50B,
the mean of the intensities should be greater than 10 (preferably greater then 50) above background
tissue or background solvent intensities.
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Microspheres can be lost during the filtering process and/or when transferring the filtered material into
the vials in which solvent is added. Microsphere loss will be reduced if the sample can remain in a
single vessel during the entire process. Correction for microsphere loss is now presented in Section 5.
If solvent volumes are not precisely reproducible, the measured concentration of fluorescence will not
accurately reflect the amount of fluorescent dye per sample. An accurate repeating pipette must be used
to add solvent to each sample.
Dilution errors will lead to incorrect estimates of sample fluorescence. Dilutions should be performed
with an accurate pipetting technique or by weight.
Samples must be properly stored and handled once the 2-ethoxyethyl acetate has been added. All
samples should be stored in the dark until ready to read as light can decay the fluorescence intensities
with time. Note: Free dye is less stable when not bound in the microspheres; prompt processing of the
samples once solvent is added is important.
Quenching of the fluorescence intensities at high concentrations will cause an underestimate of the true
amount of microspheres within a sample. Samples with high fluorescence should be accurately diluted
until the fluorescence intensities are within linear range of the fluorimeter. The true fluorescence
intensities are then calculated from the diluted sample intensities.
Light scattering caused by particles either on the surface of the cuvette or in the solution will lead to
incorrect fluorescence intensities. Cuvettes must be cleaned regularly and talc-free gloves worn when
handling cuvettes. Note: Particulate becomes a greater problem when read at larger slit widths.
Although spillover of one color into an adjacent color is small, error can occur if adjacent color
intensities are of disparate magnitudes. This can be avoided by choosing colors that do not overlap or
can be corrected mathematically for spillover.
Dye degradation over time. A single dye solution should consist of solvent and the fluorescent color to
be used. This solution should be read daily to determine if degradation occurs in specific color/solvent
combinations. The solution intensity should be stable for as long as samples are stored in solvent prior
to reading.
Fluorimeter variability will introduce error into an experiment if the characteristics of the fluorimeter
change over the course of sample measurement from a given experiment. Sources of variability can be
the excitation lamp, the photomultiplier tube, or the parameters set by the operator. Measuring the
intensity of the known control solution (described earlier) on a routine basis provides the first indication
of a fluorimeter change. It is good technique to read all samples from a given experiment within a short
period of time (1-2 weeks).
Improper reference blood withdrawal methods will lead to a systematic error (multiplication factor) in
calculated piece flows.
Poorly matched cuvettes will dramatically increase your coefficient of variation and decrease accuracy
of your measurements. Approximately 40% of the cuvettes we receive are returned because they do not
meet our variation requirement of less than 5%.
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Cuvette breakage and replacement: If a different cuvette must be used while reading a series of samples
from the same experiment, the differences in the cuvette intensities can be corrected by using the percent
change in control intensities from initial cuvettes to new cuvettes. Figure 3-5 shows a data set corrected
for a new cuvette. Figure 3-5a shows the uncorrected values and Figure 3-5b shows the corrected
values.
.
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Fluorescent Microsphere Physical
Characteristics

Fluorescent microspheres (FluoSpheres®) are available from Molecular Probes, Inc. and Triton
Technologies (see Appendix A for addresses). Other Fluorescent microspheres are commercially
available but have not been validated for measuring organ blood flow using the dye extraction method.
The FluoSpheres® manufacturer provides the following information.

Physical Properties
Uniform polystyrene microspheres used in regional blood flow measurements are 10 or 15 µm in
diameter, with 0.2% (w/w) suspension in 10 ml (Molecular Probes) or 20 ml (Triton Tech) of saline,
with 0.02% Tween-80® and 0.02% thimerosal added. Each microsphere reagent contains a single
fluorescent dye that is spectrally distinct from the others. The different fluorescent dyes have the
following approximate maximal excitation and emission wavelengths (nm) (Table 4-1). The exact
excitation and emission spectra depend on the solvent used to extract the fluorescent dyes.
Table 4-1
Optimal Excitation and Emission Wavelengths of FluoSpheres® in 2-ethoxyethyl acetate
Color

Excitation (nm)

Emission (nm)

Blue
Blue-Green
Green
Yellow-Green
Orange
Red
Crimson
Scarlet

360
420
450
495
534
566
610
646

423
467
488
506
552
598
635
680

Note: The excitation and emission wavelengths at which the dyes are measured can be altered to provide
better separation between colors.

Storage
The microspheres are preserved from bacterial contamination by the addition of thimerosal.
Microspheres can be stored at room temperature or refrigerated (DO NOT FREEZE). They should be
protected from light when not in use. Sterile needles must be used to withdraw samples to avoid
potential bacterial contamination. The microspheres are stable for at least one year when the
recommended storage conditions are strictly observed. Do not use microspheres that show signs of
deterioration.
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Indications of Deterioration
Presence of large clumps of solid matter that do not break up completely after vigorous shaking or
sonication, black residue, "fuzzy" objects, or evidence of leakage may indicate that the reagents no
longer meet appropriate standards for use. If there are any questions concerning the reagents, contact
the vendor.

Performance Characteristics
Purity
The purity of the fluorescent dyes in FluoSpheres® blood flow reagents is determined by HPLC and
spectrophotometric analytical techniques. Each lot of reagents has a purity of greater than 98%.

Microsphere Uniformity
The size uniformity of FluoSpheres® is determined by flow cytometry analysis that identifies particle
size distribution. Each lot has a coefficient of variation of ≤5%.

Stability
The stability of fluorescent microspheres in aqueous suspension is evaluated for the following adverse
conditions: 1) leaching of dyes into the aqueous medium during storage, and 2) reproducibility of the
signal obtained from the microspheres after prolonged storage. Each lot complies with the following
specifications:
1) < 1% loss of dye from microspheres after 6 months storage in dark.
2) < 10% change in fluorescent signal (3,000 microspheres/ml in xylenes) after 6 months storage in
dark.
3) ~50% loss of the yellow-green signal when the microspheres are exposed to 160°C for 15 min.
4) Once the microspheres are dissolved in the solvent, a significant loss of fluorescent signal results
when the dyes are stored in light.
The polystyrene beads, along with the encapsulated dye, are inert to alkaline hydrolysis when
temperature is maintained below 60°C. Higher temperatures may cause softening of the beads and
degradation of the fluorescence.

Spillover of Fluorescence Into Adjacent Colors
Fluorescent dyes are designed to have narrow and well separated spectral emission bands.
When excited at a specific wavelength, little spillover occurs from the emission of one color into the
emission spectra of an adjacent color. For appropriately selected excitation and emission wavelength,
up to seven color can be used without correction for spillover. When using more than 7 colors, the
spillover of a fluorescent signal into the emission spectra of adjacent colors can be evaluated by
measuring the fluorescence intensities of pure color solutions at each excitation/emission pair. These
4-2
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values are used to construct a spillover matrix representing the quantity of the signal from a specific
fluorescent color in each color band can be constructed (Table 4-2). Spillover can be minimized by
appropriate selection of excitation and emission wavelengths, which can been seen by comparison of the
following tables.
Table 4-2: Spillover Matrix of Fluorescent Colors
(Excitation and Emission Wavelengths Used to Maximize Fluorescent Signal)

Color
Blue
Excitation
360
Emission
420
Blue
100.0
Blue-Green
1.2
Green
0.0
Yellow-Green 0.0
Yellow
0.0
Orange
0.0
Orange-Red
0.0
Red
0.0
Crimson
0.0
Scarlet
0.0

BlueGreen
420
467
0.0
100.0
10.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Color Bands
YellowOrangeGreen Green Yellow Orange Red
Red
450
490
512
534
553
566
488
506
522
552
569
598
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
28.7
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
100.0
14.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.2 100.0
20.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3.2 100.0
1.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
6.1
100.0
12.6
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
13.9 100.0
10.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
9.6 100.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.8
2.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Crimson Scarlet
610
646
635
680
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.7
0.0
100.0
1.1
2.0
100.0

* Spillover matrix was constructed on a Perkin-Elmer LS-50B with excitation and emission slit widths of 4 nm and a redsensitive photo multiplier tube.

Table 4-3: Spillover Matrix of Fluorescent Colors
(Excitation and Emission Wavelengths Used to Minimize Fluorescent Spillover)

Color
Blue
Excitation
360
Emission
423
Blue
100.0
Blue-Green
1.2
Green
0.0
Yellow-Green 0.0
Yellow
0.0
Orange
0.0
Orange-Red
0.0
Red
0.0
Crimson
0.0
Scarlet
0.0

BlueGreen
430
467
0.0
100.0
7.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Color Bands
YellowOrangeGreen Green Yellow Orange Red
Red Crimson Scarlet
460
493
512
530
557
578
613
655
490
506
524
545
568
598
635
680
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
7.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
100.0
8.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3.2 100.0
12.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.7 100.0
1.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
4.1
100.0
2.9
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
5.0 100.0
1.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
11.4 100.0
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.8
2.6 100.0
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.0
100.0

* Spillover matrix was constructed on a Perkin-Elmer LS-50B with excitation and emission slit widths of 4 nm and a redsensitive photo multiplier tube.
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The values in table 4-2 represent an amount of a given color signal in each color band and are relative to
an arbitrary value of 100 for the color signal within its own color band. This spillover matrix was
constructed with excitation and emission slit widths of 4 nm. As the slit widths are increased, the
relative spillover of each color changes very little because the relative strength of the fluorescence
signals increases markedly. This spillover matrix was constructed using a Perkin Elmer LS-50B
equipped with a red-sensitive photomultiplier tube.

Spillover Correction Methods
Currently, thirteen different colors of fluorescent microspheres are commercially available that have
emission bands spaced such that spillover is low (generally less than ten percent of peak maxima) and
only occurs for adjacent colors. Up to seven colors, can be used without correction for spillover.
However when using more than 7 colors, spillover between some adjacent colors becomes significant
and must be mathematically corrected to avoid over-estimation of some flows. Using spillover
correction, up 13 colors can be used reliably to determine regional organ blood flow at 13 different
points in time. Three different methods of spillover correction have been rigorously validated for blood
flow measurement: 1) matrix inversion of fixed wavelength intensities 2) least squares fit of an overdetermined system of linear equations for synchronous scan spectra and 3) least squares fit of combined
Gaussian and Lorenzentian function for synchronous scan spectra. All three methods work well for
spillover correction, and yield essentially identical results in most situations (Schimmel et al., 2001). A
public domain program, FMSPILL, can be used to correct fluorescent spillover. FMSPILL enables
correction for either fixed wavelength intensities, using a matrix inversion method, or for synchronous
scans, using a least-squares over-determined method. Files produced from the WINFAC program can
be directly read by FMSPILL. This program is available from the FMRC web site
(http://fmrc.pulmcc.washington.edu/). The program currently requires a Windows® based operating
system.

700.0

Figure 4-1 Curve extraction of 13
colors from a synchronous scan of a
tissue sample with 13 different
colored fluorescent microspheres.
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Choosing Appropriate Colors for an Experiment
A judicial choice of colors prior to performing an experiment will help insure optimal results. The first
decision is to determine how many different measurements will be performed (separated by time and/or
physiological interventions). Each measurement requires a different color. To minimize spillover and
take advantage of some inherent characteristics of specific dyes, we suggest the following color
combinations for a given number of colors (Table 4-4):
Any color can be used for an experiment using only one color. However, blue is the least favorable
because of the high background due to tissue auto-fluorescence and solvent background in that region.
Crimson and scarlet are less favorable because their quantum efficiency is relatively poor. Injecting
more microspheres can compensate for this reduced efficiency. In our fluorimeter, scarlet signals are
comparable to crimson even though the quantum efficiency of scarlet is less. We have found very low
crimson and scarlet signals to be very linear and reliable. Spillover becomes a significant issue if colors
other than those listed below are used. Hence spillover will occur if more than seven colors are used in
a single experiment or if colors with excitation and emission wavelengths that fall between those listed
below are used together.
Experiments using aerosols and intravenous fluorescent markers will produce fluorescent signals with
significantly different intensities. Ventilation signals are usually an order of magnitude less than blood
flow signals. If enough colors are used in an experiment to cause spillover problems, the colors used to
mark ventilation and perfusion must be carefully selected. Colors that will have low fluorescent signals
should be grouped together in the color spectrum and similarly, colors that will have high fluorescent
signals should also be grouped together in the color spectrum. This will minimize the error introduced
when spillover correction is used.
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Table 4-4
Color Selection Guide in order of Preference. All colors except Scarlet, Blue and Blue-Green are
equivalent when using a single color (see comments). The first four colors can be used without
correction for spillover. Additional colors having increasing spillover in some adjacent colors.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Color Band
Yellow-Green
Orange
Red
Crimson
Green
Yellow
Orange-Red
Scarlet

Ex WL
493
530
578
610
460
512
557
654

Em WL
506
545
598
635
490
524
568
680

9

Blue-Green

430

461

10
11
12

Blue
Dark Red
Carmine

360
639
585

418
650
617

Comments:
when using Carmine FWL = 578/595
when using Carmine FWL = 618/636
spillover correction required, <5%
spillover correction required, 2-8%
spillover correction required, 2-11%
Correlation w/ RM are a few % lower than other
FM
2-ethoxy may contain impurities which interact
with BG in tissue
Tissue fluorescence may be significant
spillover correction required, 30%
spillover correction required, 30-45%

References
Schimmel, C., D. Frazer and R.W. Glenny. 2001. Extending Flourescent Microsphere Methods for
Regional Organ Blood Flow to 13 Simultaneous Colors. Am. J. Physiol. Heart. Circ. Physiol. 280:
H2496-506.
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Microsphere Measurement
Regional Organ Perfusion

of

Regional organ perfusion can be estimated with hematogenously delivered microspheres (Heyman et al.,
1977). When appropriately sized microspheres are used, regional blood flow is proportional to the
number of microspheres trapped in the region of interest (Bassingthwaighte et al., 1990). A number of
excellent review articles describe and validate the use of microspheres for measurement of regional
organ perfusion, but the classic review by Heyman et al. (1977) contains many details for radioactive
microsphere use that apply to fluorescent microspheres.
Over the last twenty years, new and/or refined methods for measuring regional organ perfusion have
been published. Many of these publications are listed in our reference section. A careful search of the
literature should be done prior to starting a study to determine the most appropriate method for
measuring regional organ perfusion for any given experimental protocol. It is not feasible for this
manual to address the wide variety of methods currently accepted. We have outlined below, methods
for measuring regional organ perfusion that we have utilized in our laboratory.

Preparation of Fluorescent Microspheres for Injection
Calculation of Microspheres for Injection
A minimum of 400 microspheres are needed per tissue piece to be 95% confident that the flow
measurement is within 10% of the true value (Buckberg et al., 1971). If measurement of regional blood
flow (ml/min) is the primary objective of a study, the number of microspheres injected must be
calculated to assure a sufficient number reach the organ of interest.
The following equation estimates the minimum total number of microspheres needed per injection to
accurately measure blood flow.
Nmin = 400(n)/[Qorgan/Qtotal]

(1)

where:
Nmin = minimum number of microspheres needed for injection
n = total number of organ pieces
Example: in a 200-gram heart, if you plan to evaluate ten, 1-gram pieces, the total number of
pieces per organ should be 200 (even though you plan to evaluate only 5% of the organ).
[Qorgan/Qtotal]= fraction of total cardiac output supplying organ of interest
With this calculation, 400 microspheres are provided for each organ piece with an average blood flow.
A piece with twice the average flow will have 800 microspheres and a piece with 0.5 times the average
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flow will have 200 microspheres. We usually double the minimum number (Nmin) to make sure that
low-flow organ pieces also have an adequate number of microspheres (Buckberg et al., 1971; Nose et
al., 1985). This 400 microsphere “rule” only applies to measurements of perfusion to a single region or
organ piece. A recent paper by Polissar et al. (1999), reports that fewer microspheres are required for
accurate measurements of heterogeneity and correlation. Polissar suggests a minimum of 15,000
microspheres, total, for all pieces combined for accurate measurements of heterogeneity and 25,000
microspheres, total, for accurate estimates of correlation coefficients.

Estimating the Number of Microspheres per ml
The following equation (based on percent solids) estimates the number of microspheres per ml of
microsphere suspension:
N(microspheres/ml) = (6.03x1010)(%solids)/(3.3144d3)

(2)

where:
d = diameter of microspheres in microns (µ)
% solids supplied by manufacturer (use %, 2% = 2, not 0.02)

Calculation of Injectate Volume
mls of suspension = Nmin/N(microspheres/ml)

(3)

Preparation of FMS for Injection
Note: The dye “load” varies for each lot of fluorescent microspheres; therefore, signal intensities should
be checked for each new lot (Section 4). Also, the number of microspheres per ml can be checked with
a hemocytometer. Do not mix fluorescent microspheres from different lots.
Method:
1. Remove from refrigerator and check supernatant solution. It should be clear due to the addition
of thimerosal, a bacteriostatic agent. Cloudy fluid may indicate contamination.
2. Vortex (vigorous agitation) thoroughly (5 - 15 secs).
3. Place in ultrasonic water bath for at least 2-10 min to disperses the microspheres. Do not cover
water bath or sonicate too long because the heat generated can melt the microspheres. For
microspheres 15 µm or smaller, sonication time is less (smaller particles are more susceptible to
heat).
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4. Just prior to injection, vortex the vial of microspheres again and withdraw the desired volume
based on the calculated number (see Calculation of Microspheres for Injection, previous page).
Do not permit the microspheres to settle once they are drawn into the syringe. If injection time is
delayed, vortex them thoroughly again.
5. Injection time varies for each experimental design and must be determined prior to injection.
Most left-heart injections are done over short periods of time (5-15 seconds) while the reference
withdrawal pump is withdrawing the sample. A left-heart injection should not appreciably
change the animal's stroke volume. Slow and steady injections allow for uniform mixing of
microspheres, whereas bolus injections often result in streaming (not desirable).
Following injection, a visible rim of microspheres will remain in the syringe if plastic syringes
are used. This can be expected and is of little concern since the remaining microspheres
represent only a small fraction of the total used.
6. After injection, flush the dead space of the catheter thoroughly (at least three times the volume of
the catheter) and change the stopcock (microspheres get caught in the stopcocks; discard along
with the used syringes after each injection to avoid contamination of subsequent injections).

Reference Blood Flow Sampling
A reference blood flow sample allows calculation of regional flow in ml/min. It is essential that the
reference blood withdrawal catheter be accurately positioned so that a representative sample of wellmixed microspheres and blood can be obtained. If pulmonary perfusion is being measured, the
reference blood sample should be obtained from a pulmonary artery. If systemic organ flows are
measured, reference blood samples can be obtained from the descending aorta. The blood samples
should be obtained as close to the organ of interest as possible without interfering with blood flow.
The site of microsphere injection is very important. For systemic blood flow measurements, left atrial
injection of microspheres are best. If a left atrial catheter is not possible, then a left ventricular catheter
is adequate. Left atrial injections allow for two-chamber mixing and more uniform distribution of the
microspheres in the blood. Left ventricular injections allow one chamber mixing, shown to be sufficient
in most species.
The reference withdrawal pump must be accurately calibrated so that reference blood is withdrawn at a
uniform rate. If problems exist in the rate of withdrawal, the reference sample is invalid. Whenever
possible, two reference blood samples should be withdrawn simultaneously, in case one catheter clots or
one sample is lost.
Withdrawal syringes must be large enough to hold the volume of blood in the reference sample, heparin,
and dead space volume. Example: if withdrawal rate is 5 ml/min and withdrawal time is 2 min after
completion of a 1-min injection, heparin volume is 1 ml and dead space is 3 ml, then the syringe volume
should be 20-30 ml. Glass syringes and containers are preferred; they decrease microsphere loss caused
by "static" attraction of the plastic microspheres with the plastic containers or syringes.

Reference Blood Flow Sampling
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Method for Reference Blood Flow Sampling
There are 2 different anticoagulants that we routinely use: Heparin (syringe coated) and Citrate
Phosphate Dextrose (10 cc per 30 cc syringe).
1. Using whole blood, calibrate the reference withdrawal pump at the predetermined withdrawal
rate, including the catheters, extension tubing and matched anticoagulated glass syringes that will
be used for the reference withdrawal. Have new stopcocks and flush syringes available.
2. Connect the matched glass anticoagulated syringes in the withdrawal pump to the catheters and
the extension tubing so that everything is set up for withdrawing the reference sample. Do not
turn the stopcock on the catheters until you are ready for injection (the blood will flux into the
catheter dead space and may clot).
3. Once the microspheres have been drawn into the injection syringes, start the withdrawal pump
and make sure blood is flowing freely into the extension tubing.
4. Inject the microspheres over the designated time period (sec or min) followed by a flush of
warmed saline three times the volume of the catheter dead space.
5. A timer is set for 2 min after completion of injection for the reference blood withdrawal. At the
end of the withdrawal, the pump is turned off, the stopcocks are opened and the blood remaining
in the extension tubing is drawn into the syringe.
6. Transfer blood into labeled vials for further processing (see Digestion of Blood and Tissue, next
page). Rinse syringes and extension lines with 2% Tween-80® (using approximately twice the
volume of the blood) and add this rinse to the blood samples.
7. Flush the catheters again and change the stopcocks.

Calculation of Regional Perfusion
Regional perfusion to the target organ can be calculated by one of two methods.

Flow to Each Piece Relative to the Mean
This is most easily accomplished using a computer spreadsheet, but can be processed by hand or with a
computer program. If the fluorescence of each organ piece is denoted by fli, where i is the sample
number and n is the number of pieces, then flow to piece i relative to the mean, Qmi, is given by the
equation:
Qmi = fli/(Σfli/n)

(5)

The denominator in equation 6 consists of the mean fluorescence for all of the pieces. Qmi is a
dimensionless number.
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Flow to Each Piece in ml/min
This is most easily accomplished using a computer spreadsheet, but can be processed by hand or with a
computer program. A reference blood flow sample must be obtained at the time of microsphere injection
(see section on Reference Blood Flow Sampling). If the fluorescence of each organ piece is denoted by
fli where i is the sample number, flref is the fluorescence of the reference blood flow sample, and R is the
withdrawal rate of the reference blood flow sample in ml/min, then flow to piece i , Qi, is given by the
equation:
Qi(ml/min) = (fli/flref)•R(ml/min)

(6)

Recovering Microspheres from Samples for Quantification
With the exception of lung tissue, microspheres must be physically separated from the tissue or blood in
order to quantify the number of microspheres in each sample. Because lung tissue is porous, direct
extraction of the microspheres from air-dried tissue (dried at total lung capacity) is possible.
The most practical methods to recover the microspheres from digested tissues are:
1) Negative Pressure Filtration
2) Sedimentation
3) Perkin Elmer polyamide woven filtration devices
Blood samples anticoagulated with Citrate Phosphate Dextrose can be directly filtered with the Perkin
Elmer polyamide woven filtration devices.
How samples are digested depends on the method used for microsphere recovery. As a rule, potassium
hydroxide (KOH) digests kidney and heart, but does not completely digest fat (brain), fascia, cartilage,
etc. Ethanolic KOH, a very powerful digestion solution, successfully digests most tissue, including brain
and fascia.
Note: Both solutions recommended for tissue digestion are extremely caustic; adequate precaution
should be used when handling these solutions.

Blood and Tissue Digestion Followed by Negative Pressure Filtration
Tissue and heparinized blood samples containing microspheres must be digested to recover the
microspheres. Use of glass vials with caps for tissue digestion decrease the likelihood of spillage or
microsphere loss. If negative pressure filtration method is used, the volumes and concentrations of
solutions are not critical. However, when using the sedimentation method, the concentration of
solutions is very important (see note under sedimentation regarding specific gravity).
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Digestion of Heparinized Blood for Negative Pressure Filtration
1. Add 7 ml of 89.2% KOH (16 N, 89 g in final volume of 100 ml H2O) to each 30 ml of diluted
blood (see step 6 on previous page) (i.e., ~10 ml of blood plus 20 ml 2% Tween-80® rinse
solution) and digest overnight.
2. Filter blood (filter pore size must be smaller than the microspheres; e.g., 10 µm for 15-µm
microspheres).
Note: Digested blood samples can be stored (tightly capped) at room temperature and filtered at
a later date.

Digestion of Solid Tissue for Negative Pressure Filtration
1. For each 1-2 g of solid tissue (heart, kidney, etc.), add 5-10 ml of 22.4% KOH (4 N, 22.4 g in
final volume of 100 ml H2O). Freshly made KOH solution, warm due to the exothermic reaction,
aids in tissue digestion.
2. Digestion time varies depending on the tissue; usually 24 hours is sufficient.
Digested tissue samples should not stand unfiltered for long periods of time since fat in them may
solidify.
After samples have been digested with KOH, the microspheres are physically separated by negative
pressure filtration. This method is inexpensive and has been rigorously tested; however, it is laborintensive and may cause microsphere loss when the tissue sample is transferred from one vessel to
another or if the filter fails.
Assemble filtration system as shown in Figure 5-1. A new (or sometimes multiple) filter is used for each
sample. We have had success with the Poretics filtration device using Poretics polycarbonate filters.
Although the manufacturer states that these filters are not compatible with alkaline solutions (KOH), we
have found that they work well when allowed to remain in contact with the KOH for no longer than 3
min.
1. Assemble filtration apparatus and connect to suction (make sure it does not exceed maximum
value allowed for the membrane). Place filter between graduated cylinder and filter screen.
Clamp graduated cylinder to filter holder.
2. Make buffer rinse solution as follows:
•
•
•

Dissolve 5.88 g potassium phosphate (monobasic) KH2PO4 in 200 ml H2O and 22.9 g.
Dissolve K2HPO4 potassium phosphate (dibasic) in 800 ml H2O.
Combine the two solutions.

3. Pour digested sample into the graduated cylinder and allow suction to filter sample. Exposure
time of the filter to KOH should be minimized to assure that filters remain competent. Rinse
5-6
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sample tube into filtration device with 2% Tween-80® solution. Rinse graduated cylinder two to
three times (approximately 20 ml).
4. Do a final rinse with the 5-10 ml of the buffer rinse solution made in step 2.
5. Let vacuum air-dry the filter.
forceps

PE tubing

graduated 15-ml
glass funnel

Figure 5-1

filter
sample tube

filter
filter screen

clamp

PE tubing
filter
cap

suction

Schematic diagram
for filtering
apparatus using
polycarbonate
filters.

sample
tube

waste

6. Remove filter with forceps. Handle only filter rims that are free of microspheres. Carefully
place filter in sample tube with assistance from small plunger (we use PE 50 tubing [see Figure
5-1] cut into appropriate lengths). Leave the plunger in the polypropylene container, as it may
contain microspheres (PE tubing will not affect the results).
Note: If the filter becomes clogged with microspheres or tissue debris, the filtration process may
slow or stop, due to filter failure caused by increased contact time with KOH. In this event, you
should use smaller volumes of digested sample and multiple filters placed in one sample tube
and the combined fluorescence measured.
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Polyamide Woven Filtration Devices
Perkin-Elmer offers filtering devices that have been
specifically made to isolate fluorescent microspheres from
CPD anti-coagulated blood or digested tissues. The major
advantage of this system is that each tissue sample is digested,
filtered, and the fluorescent dyes extracted in a single
container, obviating the need to transfer materials from one
vessel to another and theoretically decreasing microsphere
loss. The devices are polypropylene and consist of three
stages (Figure 5-2). The first stage has a polyamide membrane
integrated into the bottom. Each tissue sample is placed in
this first stage and digested with KOH. CPD anticoagulated
blood can be directly filtered. The digested material is filtered
by suction and dried by centrifugation. The filtered sample
and container are then placed within the second stage and the
third stage attached to the bottom of the second stage. The
organic solvent is added to the first stage and then transferred
to the last stage by centrifugation. The last stage then
contains the organic solvent with the extracted dyes.

Figure
5-2

Ethanolic KOH, Tissue and Blood Digestion, and Sedimentation
To use the sedimentation method for microsphere recovery, the sample must be digested in ethanolic
KOH. Sedimentation of the microspheres is possible if the specific gravity of the solution is less than
that of microspheres (van Oosterhout et al., 1994). Tissue digested with ethanolic KOH (as opposed to
KOH in water), has a specific gravity that is much less than the microspheres. The following procedure
has been successfully used for brain tissue (Powers et al., 1999).

Solutions required:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

2.3 M ethanolic KOH with 0.5 % Tween 80.
Internal standard ( a non-study color)
1% Triton X-100
Distilled Water Phosphate buffer
0.25% Tween-80
2-Ethoxyethyl acetate

Recipes
A. 2.3 M ethanolic KOH with 0.5 % Tween 80.
3 g KOH and 0.5 g Tween 80 are put into a glass beaker. 100 ml ethanol is added to the 100 ml
line. The solution is stirred until a clear solution is obtained (approx. 20 min.).
B. Internal standard (a non-study color). This is optional:
Use a non study color
1. Vortex and sonicate microspheres (2% solids) in vial for 30 seconds.
2. Vortex again and immediately withdraw 1 ml of solution with a sterile syringe.
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C
D.

E.
F.

3. Add microspheres to 100 ml of solution E (0.25% Tween-80)
4. Add stir bar and keep solution stirring with a stir bar while in use.
1% Triton X-100.
10 g Triton X-100 (Sigma no. X-100) is brought to 1 liter with distilled water and stirred until in
solution.
Distilled Water Phosphate buffer (solution for rinsing)
5.88 g KH2PO4 in 200 ml distilled water (monobasic)
22.9 g K2HPO4 in 800 ml distilled water (dibasic)
Combine the two solutions.
Add 28.6 ml of the combined solution to 1000 ml distilled H2O
0.25% Tween-80
2.5 g Tween 80 is put into a beaker and the volume is brought up to 1 liter with distilled water.
Stir with a stir bar until in solution.
2-Ethoxyethyl acetate
Solvent used to dissolve microspheres and release dye (final solution for fluorimetry).

Tubes
Polypropylene 15 ml centrifuge tubes with tightly fitting caps. Do not use polystyrene as this is what the
microspheres are mode of and the 2-ethoxyethyl acetate will dissolve the tube. The tubes must be able
to take 2000 x G for 20 min., 3 times. A tolerance of 6000 x G is therefore recommended.

Taking Samples
1. Weigh 15 ml polypropylene tubes with caps.
2. Put tissue into tubes, pushing them to below the 7 ml line.
3. Store tissues for 2 weeks at room temp (in a fume hood) for autolysis to occur. If the samples
have been stored cold, let them stand out for at least 2 days prior to processing.
STEP 3:
WASHING

STEP 2:
SEDIMENTATION

A:Removesupernatant
B: Rinse with 1% Triton
X-100® distilled
water solution

STEP 1 :
DIGESTION
Ethanolic KOH
(2M) with 0.5%
Tween-80®

CENTRIFUGE
2000 x G, 20 min

48 Hours
50° C

Tissue sample
with fluorescent
microspheres

Dissolved tissue,
debris and
microspheres
in suspension.

CENTRIFUGE
2000 x G, 20 min

Figure 5-3:
STEPS 4-5:
A: Remove supernatant
B: Rinse with distilled
water and buffer

STEP 6:
Add 3ml
Cellosolve®
acetate

Pellet, with
microspheres

Schematic
diagram for
sedimentation
microsphere
recovery.

CENTRIFUGE
2000 x G, 20 min

Pellet with microspheres
can be capped and stored until
microsphere extraction
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Tissue Processing
Day 1:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Weigh tubes and record tissue weight.
Add exactly 200 µl internal standard (if internal standards are being used)
Add approximately 8 ml ethanolic KOH. (Step 1)
Cap tightly and vortex for 20 sec.
Put tubes into 50 degree centigrade water bath with shaker.
Vortex at 24 hours for 20 sec per tube.

Day 3
1. Vortex at 48 hours or until particles are re-suspended (about 30 seconds). (Step 2). After
vortexing, all samples, vortex again for 5 sec.
2. Centrifuge 20 min at 2000 x G.
3. Take off all but 1.5 ml supernatant using a Pasteur pipette attached to suction with a trap, and
discard sup.
4. Add approximately 8 ml 1% Triton X-100 and vortex for 30 second. (Step 3)
5. Centrifuge 20 min., 2000 x G.
6. Take off all but 0.5-1 ml supernatant and discard. (Step 4)
7. Add 7 ml distilled water phosphate buffer to each tube. .(Step 5)
8. Vortex for 30 seconds until all particles are suspended.
9. Centrifuge 20’, 2000 x G
10. Take off all but 1.0 ml sup and discard, using the suction with trap.
11. Remove all but 150 microliters of sup carefully by hand using a Pasteur pipette. (Step 6)
More than 150 µl water when mixed with 2-Ethoxyethyl acetate creates two phases.
12. Add 3 ml 2-Ethoxyethyl acetate and vortex until particles are well suspended. Let samples
sit in the dark and away from heat for 5 days.
13. Let samples sit in the dark and away from heat for 5 days.
Day 5
1. Vortex gently until pellet breaks up (approximately 20 sec).
Day 8
1. Vortex vigorously until pellet breaks up (approximately 30 seconds)
2. Centrifuge 20’, 2000 x G
3. Supernatant is then used for fluorimetry-read all blood and tissue samples on the same day.
WARNING:

Tissue digested with ethanolic KOH cannot be filtered through Poretics polycarbonate
filters because the filters will not withstand the ethanolic KOH. The ethanol available
in Europe contains additives to discourage human consumption. These additives turn
the ethanol brown in the presence of KOH, which renders the ethanol unsuitable for use
in this technique.
Additional notes:
1. do not mix caps up, it may render your weights in accurate.
2. Spilled ethanolic KOH or Cellosolve can remove writing on tubes
3. Accurate volumes of 2-Ethoxyethyl acetate are required for accurate flow measurements.
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Quantification of Fluorescent Microspheres
Internal Standard Test for Complete Microsphere Recovery
The method introduced by Chien et al. (1995) is used to check and correct for any microsphere loss
during the filtration or sedimentation process. A known amount of microspheres of a color not used in
your experiment is added to each sample vial of tissue prior to digestion. This microsphere acts as an
internal standard. After the filtration or sedimentation is complete, all samples should have comparable
signals. If large discrepancies in the signal between samples exist, your technique should be evaluated
to determine the source of loss. If discrepancies are small, the microsphere signals can be corrected by
the proportion of loss to yield a corrected set of signals for each sample. The correction formula is:

!I
$
I true = I obs • # st,true &
" Ist,obs %

(4)

Where Itrue is the true fluorescence signal, Iobs is the observed (measured) fluorescence signal, Ist,true
is the true florescence standard signal and Ist,obs is the measured fluorescence standard signal. This
method assumes that the relative number of lost microspheres is similar for the internal standard and all
other colors.

Fluorescent Dye Extraction
Organic Solvent for Fluorescent Dye Extraction
The following organic solvent has been tested and used extensively to dissolve the microspheres and
release the encapsulated dyes:
Solvent
2-ethoxyethyl acetate (Cellosolve® acetate)

Boiling Point

Hazard

156º C

teratogen

The Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) should be obtained for any solvent being considered to
determine risks and proper precautions. Your chemical vendor will supply this data on request.
Do not confuse the fluorescent microsphere solvent, 2-ethoxyethyl acetate (Cellosolve® acetate)
with ethyl Cellosolve, which will not dissolve the microspheres.
All potential solvents have not been tested, and other solvents may give satisfactory results. It is
advantageous to use a solvent with low volatility to minimize evaporation and potential safety hazards
from inhaling the vapors. Dimethyl sulfoxide and dimethyl formamide are not suitable solvents as they
render the fluorescent dyes unstable.
Note: Fluorescence degrades if exposed to light for any length of time.

Reference Blood Flow Sampling
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The maximum excitation and emission wavelengths for some fluorescent dyes are solvent-dependent
(see Table 2-2). Therefore, the choice of solvent may depend on the fluorescent colors chosen for the
study.
Different lots of solvent may contain impurities that can degrade some of the fluorescent colors over
time. We suggest making a single test solution containing solvent and all the fluorescent colors to be
used. This solution should be read daily for as long as you normally allow your samples to remain in the
solvent before reading them in the fluorimeter (e.g., if samples are to remain in solvent for 72 hours,
read the test solution every day for 3 days). Repeat this with each new solvent lot. If degradation occurs
in specific colors, avoid these colors or use a new solvent lot. We have observed that the stability of
fluorescent colors vary between different lots of Cellosolve® acetate.

Direct Extraction of Air-Dried Lung Tissue
Microspheres can be directly extracted from air-dried lung tissue without prior tissue digestion by
adding organic solvent directly to the tissue and allowing at least 2-7 days for complete extraction of
dyes from the microspheres. The time for complete extraction varies with species and lung injury.

Extraction of Microspheres Following Sedimentation or Filtration Recovery Techniques
Once the microspheres are separated from the samples by sedimentation or filtration, the fluorescent dye
is extracted from the microspheres by adding an accurately measured volume of organic solvent to the
microspheres. The solvent dissolves the microspheres and releases the fluorescent dye into the organic
solvent. The fluorescent signal in this solution is proportional to the number microspheres present in the
sample; therefore, the accuracy of the volume of solvent is critical.
We routinely add 2 ml of 2-ethoxyethyl acetate to each sample with an Eppendorf repeater pipette with
an accuracy of ±0.3-2.5% and precision of <0.1-1.0%. Once the organic solvent has been added to the
sample, it is then vortexed and allowed to sit for ~1 hour before the fluorescence is read. If the
fluorescent signal is high, dilute the sample (see Section 3 on linearity).

Fluorescence Measurement
Depending on the fluorimeter used, fluorescence can be measured using matched glass cuvettes, a 96wellplate reader, or an automated flow cell. We routinely measure fluorescence with matched glass
cuvettes. The excitation and emission wavelengths recommended in this manual (Table 2-1) are optimal
in our Perkin-Elmer LS-50B using red-sensitive photomultiplier tubes.

Machine Settings
The excitation and emission monochromators and slit widths are most important since they greatest
effect on resolution and signal to noise. These settings can be specified for each color for a given
analysis and should selected based on all the colors used and the expected intensity range. Count time or
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scan speed is also important, since fluorescent intensity is actually an average emission over the
specified time period. In general, count times of 1 second and scan speeds of 240 - 480 nm per minutes
allow sufficient counts within a reasonable total analysis time. PMT gain is automatically adjusted
according to the slit width. All samples from a given experiment must be processed with identical
parameter settings.
Increasing the emission slit widths increases the measured fluorescent signal and therefore, improves
signal to noise. Increasing the excitation slit width in the Perkin Elmer LS-50 improves resolution and
signal to noise. Slit widths should be customized to the colors used in a given experiment. When using
multiple colors, we recommend excitation and emission slit widths of 4–8 nm, for optimal resolution
and signal to noise. For less than 3 or 4 colors, which are separated by 20–40 nm, slit widths can be
increased to 10-15 nm to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
Excitation wavelengths should be set to optimal wavelengths for fluorescent dyes used in a given
experiment to achieve the best emission signals. Selecting excitation and emission wavelengths that are
not at the respective peak wavelengths can optimize separation of adjacent colors. Protocols requiring
dyes that spillover into adjacent colors need to be mathematically corrected for spillover (see Section 4).

Sample Dilution
The concentration of dyes, from tissue samples, in the final solvent solution is important for two
reasons. Intensity is linearly proportional to concentration only for sufficiently dilute solutions. At high
dye concentration intensity is reduced or “quenched” relative to increasing concentration. This
quenching effect is more pronounced with increasing numbers of colors used, although the true linear
range remains essentially unchanged. We recommend standard curves be made for every color to be
used and for the maximum colors to be used in a single experiment. Injecting only a sufficient number
of p necessary for accurate counting statistics is the first means to minimize quenching. During the final
sample processing, increasing the amount of solvent volume used per sample is the best way to
minimize quenching. Additionally, intensity values are reported using an arbitrary scale with a
maximum value of 1000, based on the count range of the PMT. If a broad range of intensities are
expected the slit widths can be decreased to avoid maxing out the PMT. If you plan to markedly change
blood flow to an organ of interest and blood flow increases dramatically, serial dilutions may be
necessary to accurately measure fluorescence intensities. To prevent serial dilutions, the number of
microspheres injected can be reduced to optimize the intensities under varying flow conditions.
Samples must be diluted accurately by careful pipetting or by weight to minimize introduced errors that
will be amplified by serial dilution. Dilution of samples with solvent should continue until the
fluorescence reaches an appropriate range. At each step, the dilution factor must be calculated. The true
fluorescence signal is then calculated by multiplying the final fluorescence reading by the dilution
factor. This must be done accurately because, when many dilutions are required, any error in
measurement will be magnified by the multiplication factor. When a final dilution is reached and the
fluorescence measured, a further dilution should be performed and the fluorescence measured to assure
that quenching has not occurred.

Quantification of Microspheres
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Cuvettes
Because of the solvent used to extract the fluorescent dyes from the microspheres, only glass or quartz
cuvettes can be used. The additional expense of quartz cuvettes is not necessary, as the wavelengths of
the fluorescent colors are in the 350 to 800 nm range.
If more than one cuvette is used to make multiple fluorescent measurements, it is imperative to use
matched cuvettes. A statement by the cuvette manufacturer that two cuvettes are "matched" is not a
guarantee that they are. Cuvettes should be tested prior to reading a series of samples by measuring a
fluorescent solution in each cuvette to ascertain whether or not they produce similar fluorescence signals
(within 5% variation). We routinely test our matched cuvettes when they are new, and also with our
fluorescent controls prior to and during each run. This acts as a quality control and is recorded in a
separate control program (see Section 3).
Meticulous cleanliness is mandatory when using optical instrumentation. Any scattering of light will
alter the fluorescence signal. Use powder-free gloves whenever handling cuvettes. Cuvettes should be
washed with methanol between each sample (we use a commercially available cuvette washer). We
also read a Cellosolve blank every 50 samples to check for cleanliness and background noise.
PLEASE NOTE THAT WE ACCEPT NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE USE OF OR THE
SUCCESS OF THESE SUGGESTIONS. THE IMPLEMENTATION IS ENTIRELY AT THE
DISCRETION OF THE USER.

Software/Data Management
Because only the peak emission value is required for quantification, it is not necessary to obtain full
spectral curves, as shown in Figure 2-3. Some instruments (such as the Perkin-Elmer LS-50) can be
programmed to output peak intensity readings at specified wavelengths, thus shortening the analysis
time.
WINFAC, a public domain program, is available to drive the Perkin Elmer LS-50 and LS-50B to
measure peak intensity readings at specified wavelengths. This program calculates either fluorescent
intensities or number of microspheres per sample and produces text files that are easily imported into
spreadsheet programs. WINFAC is available through the Fluorescent Microsphere Resource Center.

Wellplate Reader
The Perkin Elmer LS-50B can accommodate a 96-wellplate reader. The wellplates used for this
accessory must be opaque and resistant to the solvents used Dan Rurak’s lab in Vancouver has
successfully adapted a 96-well plate reader to measure regional blood flow in all organs (Tan, W. P., K,
1997).
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Figure 5-4. Automated fluorescent
sampler.
Top:
Computer
and
hardware
configurations integrate a PerkinElmer LS-50B, AS-91 autosampler,
and a dilutor station through a
computer running Windows 95.
Middle: User definable options for
acquiring fluorescent data.
Bottom: Data window as samples are
read showing synchronous scans and
fixed wavelength intensities.
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Automated Flow Cell
Working in conjunction with Perkin Elmer, we have developed a fully automated system (Figure 5-4)
that reads fluorescent samples (Schimmel, et al., 2000). Dave Frazer and Carmel Schimmel developed
the software to drive the automated fluorescent sampler. They integrated a Perkin-Elmer LS-50B, AS91 autosampler, and a dilutor station through a computer running Windows 95. The autosampler allows
270 samples to be read without technician intervention. This system has greatly reduced the analysis
error and labor required for the fluorescent microsphere method (Schimmel, et al., 2000). The software
package is available without charge via the Fluorescent Microsphere Resource Center web page
(http://fmrc.pulmcc.washington.edu/).

Other Methods for Quantitating Fluorescent Microspheres
Three additional methods for measuring regional organ perfusion using fluorescent microspheres
without extracting the dye are currently being used.

Direct Counting of Microspheres
Direct counting of serial dilutions in the digested sample is less accurate, labor-intensive, and requires a
fluorescent microscope and a counting chamber (hemocytometer).

Flow Cytometer
Flow cytometry has been used for counting fluorescent microspheres (Austin et al., 1989). A laser
detects individual fluorescent particles and can differentiate particle size as well as different dye loads.
Sample processing is available commercially by Interactive Medical Technologies (IMT), where both
10- and 15-µm microspheres (NuFlow™) can be purchased. Ten markers are available; three are used
as internal controls, leaving seven colors to act as blood flow markers. The tissue processing requires
digestion, sonication, centrifugation, filtration, and a second centrifugation. The samples are then read
by a flow cytometer. IMT will process tissues and return the results in a formatted spreadsheet. The
FMRC compared the NuFLOW™ Microspheres and Investigator Partner Service (IPS) for measuring
regional organ blood flow and found it compares well with radioactive microspheres.
Methods: Seven different colored NuFLOW™ microspheres 15 µm in diameter were obtained from
Triton Technologies (San Diego, CA) in a kit costing $255. The specific colors used were red-high,
violet-high, blue-high, red-med, orange-high, violet-med, and red-low. Each 2.1 ml bottle contained 50
million spheres in a saline solution, 0.01% Tween 80 and 0.01% Thimerosal as a bacteriostat. 1.25
million microspheres of each color were mixed with 1.3 million Ruthenium labeled microspheres and
simultaneously injected into the left ventricle of an anesthetized and mechanically ventilated pig (15 kg).
Two simultaneous reference blood samples were obtained from right and left femoral arterial lines. The
animal was killed by anesthetic overdose and the heart and kidneys removed, diced into approximately 1
gram pieces and the radioactivity determined in a scintillation counter. The radioactive count in each
sample was corrected for background and decay. Blood flow to each piece (ml/min) was determined in
duplicate from the two arterial reference blood samples. The organ and blood samples were frozen and
stored until the radioactivity decayed to a safe level for shipment (3 months).
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Thirty samples were selected on the basis of their initial radioactive counts to provide a wide range of
flow values. Each sample was placed in an individual tube and sent to the IPS laboratory along with the
reference blood samples ($12.50/sample). An electronic spreadsheet with the estimated blood flow for
each sample (ml/min) was returned by email 2 weeks later for a fee of $60.
Results: Blood flows to each sample estimated from the NuFLOW™ Microspheres and Investigator
Partner Service were compared to blood flows determined by the radioactive microsphere method. One
correlation plot and its companion Bland-Altman plot are presented below. The table summarizes all
plots for all colors tested. Left and right arterial samples produced similar results. Only the results from
the left reference sample are presented.
Figure 5-4 correlation plots and its companion Bland-Altman plot comparing radioactive microspheres
(RMS) and fluorescent microspheres counted by flow cytometry.

Color
Red-High
Violet-High
Blue-High
Red-Med
Orange-High
Violet-Med
Red-Low

Slope
1.00
.87?
1.10
.99
1.00
.96
1.00

Correlation Plots
Intercept
-0.10
0.21
-0.17
-0.01
-0.17
-0.04
-0.06

R
0.98
0.97
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.99

Bland-Altman Plots
mean
SD
-0.04
0.24
-0.15
0.31
0.07
0.26
-0.03
0.19
-0.12
0.24
-0.14
0.29
-0.07
0.19

Conclusions: The NuFLOW™ Microspheres and Investigator Partner™ Service provide an accurate
determination of regional myocardial and renal blood flow. We cannot comment on other tissues
because of potential problems with digesting lipid rich tissues such as brain and gut. The primary
drawback is the cost ($390 for 30 samples, 2 reference blood samples, a report, and shipping). Although
the entire process has not been validated in the peer review literature, validation studies are reportedly in
progress [source: Triton Technologies].
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Cryomicrotome/Fluorescent Imaging System
The Regional Flow Imaging System (Barlow Scientific, Inc. Olympia WA) is a fluorescence
cryomicrotome that determines the spatial distribution of organ blood flow at the microscopic level.
Briefly, the system rapidly collects microcirculation data from organs containing up to four different
colors of fluorescent microspheres. The instrument (Figure 5-4) consists of a charge-coupled device
(CCD) video camera, a computer (Dell Computer Inc., Round Rock, Texas), metal halide lamp (HTI
403W/24, Osram, Sylvania), excitation filter-changer wheel, emission filter-changer wheel, and a
cryostatic-microtome. Fluorescence images are acquired using a Kodak digital camera (2040 x 2040
pixel array) with a 200 mm zoom Nikkor lens (Nikon) with a macro-focusing baffle. Two motorized
filter wheels containing excitation and emission filters are mounted in front of the light source and
camera, respectively. The computer through photomicrosensors controls the filter positions. A custom
designed microtome is outfitted with an asynchronous stepper motor to serial section frozen organs.
Computer control of the microtome motor, emission filter wheel, and image capture and display is
accomplished through a virtual instrument written in LabView 5.0.1 (National Instruments Inc.).
Emission
Filter Wheel
A/D Digital
I/O Board
Motor
Blade

CCD
Camera
Frame
Grabber

CPU

Figure 5-4
Schematic of imaging
cryomicrotome.

Tissue Block

Mercury
Arc Lamp
Excitation
Filter Wheel

Hard Drive
Power Supply

The imaging cryomicrotome serially sections through the frozen organ at a selected slice
thickness. Digital images of the tissue surface (en face) are acquired with appropriate excitation and
emission filters to isolate each of four different fluorescent colors (Figure 5-5). Four 1-4 MB images at
each of four fluorescence excitation/emission wavelengths are collected. Each image is processed so that
X, Y, and Z (slice) locations of each microsphere are determined and saved in a text file. The spatial
resolution of the system depends on the size of the organ being processed, but is typically 15 µm in the
X and Y directions and 30 µm in the Z direction. Images of organ cross-sections produce a threedimensional binary map defining the spatial location of organ parenchyma. This map determines the
organ space locations to be sampled and the three-dimensional space for the statistical sampling (see
below)
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Figure 5-5. Processing of
fluorescent images. A. 2000
x 2000 pixel outline image of
rabbit heart en face.
B.
Bitmap image (black = 0 and
white = 1) defining the
spatial location of heart
tissue. C. Fluorescent image
obtained with a specific
excitation/emission filter pair
to
determine
individual
microsphere location. Each
point
represents
a
microsphere located at x, y,
and z (slice) location. D.
Three-dimensional
distribution of 26083 yellow
microspheres.

Acquired images are analyzed with an analysis program also written in LabView, which applies an
intensity threshold to convert areas of microsphere fluorescence into binary image blobs. The center of
mass of each blob is calculated to fine the X and Y positions of each microsphere, with the Z coordinate
being the slice number. The spatial coordinates and blob size is written to a text file.
Data reduction is automated through a final analysis program. A linked list of all microsphere locations
(X, Y, and Z coordinates) is created. Any microsphere observed in the same X and Y coordinate across
consecutive Z slices is reduced to a single observation occurring in the Z slice in which the microsphere
is the largest. The number of consecutive slices in which a given microsphere is observed and the
number of pixels representing each microsphere are also used to eliminate artifacts.
The imaging cryomicrotome provides the spatial location of every microsphere in an organ. It allows
blood flow measurements to made be at a scale of resolution not previously possible. Microsphere
locations are determined in a fully automated system. If all four colors are used, a rabbit heart can be
completely processed in 20 hours without user input. The saved images are processed to produce a text
file containing the spatial coordinates of every imaged microsphere. This approach obviates the need to
physically dissect the organ and to separate the microspheres and tissue prior to eluting the fluorescent
signals. Most importantly, it offers a method to study organ blood flow distribution at a very high
resolution in small laboratory animals.
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Microscopic Use of Fluorescent
Microspheres

Histological studies of tissues and organs perfused with fluorescent microspheres require modification
of most routine tissue processing methods in order to preserve fluorescent microspheres for microscopic
visualization. For example, formalin fixation followed by routine embedding in paraffin is not feasible
as the standard organic solvents used during tissue processing dissolve polystyrene microspheres.
Several different ways of processing tissue were studied and the advantages and disadvantages of each
are evaluated. These included: 1) formalin fixation followed by embedding in paraffin; 2) formalin
fixation followed by embedding in glycol methacrylate; 3) air-dried lung followed by Vibratome
sectioning; 4) formalin fixation followed by Vibratome sectioning; 5) rapid freezing followed by
cryomicrotome sectioning. Methods for staining sections and the types of mounting media that can be
used to apply coverglasses to slides are also evaluated.

Methods
Aldehyde fixation followed by embedment in paraffin or methacrylate produced sections of wellpreserved tissue for microscopic examination. Paraffin blocks were sectioned at 7-10 µm with Sturkey
disposable knives on a JB-4 microtome. Methacrylate blocks were sectioned with 12 mm wide
triangular glass knives on a Sorvall (now Research & Manufacturing Co.) MT-2 microtome. The knives
were made on a Sorvall Glass Knife Maker.
Unembedded tissue was sectioned with a Vibratome 1000 modified with a 1000 Ω rheostat in the cutting
blade advance. This allowed a slow forward motion of the oscillating blade through the specimen. This
rheostat modification was especially useful for specimens such as airways, which are tough and difficult
to cut. A faster forward blade movement for these specimens resulted in deformation of the block and
uneven section thickness. Without the rheostat modification, the forward motion of the razor blade
carriage had to be stopped for short time periods with the speed control knob while the vibration of the
blade continued. A blade clearance angle of 15-17° worked best for dry and ethanol-dehydrated
specimens while 17-20° seemed better for gelatin-embedded specimens.
Sections were examined on a Leitz Diaplan compound microscope fitted with an incident mercury arc
lamp. Three filter sets were used: 1) blue excitation light (450-490 nm) with a suppression filter for all
wavelengths below 520 nm in the observation light path (commonly used for the fluorescein
isothiocyanate (FITC) fluorophores); 2) green excitation light (530-560 nm) with a suppression filter for
all wavelengths below 580 nm (commonly used for the rhodamine fluorophores); and 3) UV excitation
(340-380 nm) with emission suppressed below 430 nm. The blue and UV excitation light caused
microspheres of blue, green, yellow-green, and red emission colors to glow brightly (although most of
our perfusion protocols used yellow-green and red microspheres only). The green excitation light was
useful only for the red microspheres. With blue epi-illumination, microspheres photographed well
against the green autofluorescence of tissue with Ektachrome 160T (tungsten) film. The UV illumination
was used in combination with bright field transmitted illumination to provide better histological
visualization.
Microscopy of Fluorescent Microspheres
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A. Paraffin (Paraplast Plus) Embedding
Paraffin sections can be cut serially and 7-10 µm-thick sections provide good histological detail. An
antimedium (or transition fluid)—a fluid miscible with both alcohol (used to dehydrate the tissue) and
paraffin—has to be used to allow infiltration of the tissue with paraffin since alcohol is not miscible with
paraffin. Hydrocarbons such as toluene and xylene have routinely been used for this purpose (Humason,
1979). Such hydrocarbons are now regarded as hazardous chemicals and as fire hazards due to their high
vapor pressures (Lyon, et al., 1995). More pertinent to the present study, toluene and xylene also have
the undesirable property of dissolving microspheres or removing the fluorophore from microspheres.
Several companies now sell proprietary mixtures as substitutes for hydrocarbons. Several of the
proprietary mixtures were evaluated—Histoclear, Histoclear II, Americlear, and Hemo-De. Of these,
only Histoclear II retained the fluorescent of the microspheres in paraffin sections. The reasons for the
differences in the properties of these four substitutes are not known since they are proprietary mixtures.
A schedule for processing with Histoclear II is given in Table 1. Based on the manufacturer instructions,
infiltration times were increased approximately 50% compared to the usual processing times used with
toluene.
Lyon, et al. (1995) recommended butyldecanoate (CH3-(CH2)3-O-O=C-(CH2)8-CH3, sold as "Estisol
220") as a substitute for toluene. They recommended clearing and infiltrating times about 4-6 times
longer (up to 12 hours per change) than the typical toluene schedule. Paraffin is less soluble in
butyldecanoate than in toluene; at 45° C, a saturated solution of Paraplast Plus in butyldecanoate is less
than 40% paraffin. A schedule for processing with butyldecanoate is given in Table 2. The fluorescence
of microspheres is not as intense as after processing in Histoclear II, particularly for the red
Table 1. Tissue Processing with Histoclear II Antimedium
Tissue blocks up to approximately 10 mm3. Formaldehyde or glutaraldehyde fixation (not evaluated
with other fixatives).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

6-2

Wash in tap water, 3-4 changes of 30 minutes
To 35% ethanol – 2 changes of 15 minutes
To 70% ethanol – 2 changes of 15 minutes
To 70% ethanol – 30 minutes
To 95% ethanol – 2 changes of 15 minutes (or overnight)
To 100% ethanol – 6 changes of 15 minutes
To 100% ethanol + Histoclear II, 1:1 – 20 minutes
To Histoclear II – 2 changes of 30 minutes
To Histoclear II – 60 minutes (probably a minimum for this medium)
To 50% Paraplast Plus dissolved in Histoclear II at 45° C – 60 minutes
To pure Paraplast Plus at 60°C – 2 changes of 60 minutes
Transfer tissue to embedding mold under an infrared lamp
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Table 2. Tissue Processing with Butyldecanoate Antimedium
Tissue blocks up to approximately 10 mm3. Formaldehyde or glutaraldehyde fixation (not evaluated
with other fixatives).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Wash in tap water, 3-4 changes of 30 minutes
To 35% ethanol – 2 changes of 15 minutes
To 70% ethanol – 2 changes of 15 minutes
To 70% ethanol – 30 minutes
To 95% ethanol – 2 changes of 15 minutes (or overnight)
To 100% ethanol – 6 changes of 15 minutes
To 100% ethanol + butyldecanoate, 1:1 – 30 minutes
To butyldecanoate – 2 changes of 60 minutes
To butyldecanoate – overnight
(alternative steps 8 & 9 – 2 changes of 12+ hours, agitating occasionally)
To 35-40% Paraplast Plus dissolved in butyldecanoate at 45° C – 60 minutes
To pure Paraplast Plus at 60° C – 2 changes of 60 minutes
Transfer tissue to embedding molds under an infrared lamp

microspheres. Yellow-green microspheres are still bright under blue excitation but red microspheres
show fluorescence with green excitation only.
Biobond tissue adhesive was used to improve adhesion of paraffin sections to glass slides. Overnight
drying after the sections are mounted on Biobond-coated slides is recommended for good adhesion. The
Biobond coat is quite clear and does not stain as a gelatin-coated slide does.

B. 2-Hydroxyethylmethacrylate (Historesin) Embedding
This class of methacrylate resin is also known as glycol methacrylate. The embedding procedure we
used was adapted from that developed by Chappard (1985) and it has proven very useful for uniform
embedment of lung tissue that contains cartilage-reinforced airways and heavily muscled arteries.
Chappard (1985) suggested infiltrating dense tissue with the fully catalyzed hydroxyethylmethacrylate
(GMA) monomer at -20° C so that the catalyst can diffuse fully into tissue blocks. At room temperature,
the fully catalyzed mixture will polymerize in minutes but polymerization is often incomplete in the
center of dense tissue blocks larger than approximately 6-8 mm3 as the catalyst cannot diffuse to the
center of tissue blocks in such a short time. Tissue in catalyzed Historesin can be kept at -20° C for
several weeks without polymerization if the monomer is changed every 24 to 48 hours. Even slightly
higher temperatures (e.g., -16° C) allow polymerization in less than 24 hours. Blocks with cartilage or
thick-walled arteries require 14 or more days in the catalyzed monomer. A schedule for processing with
Historesin is given in Table 3.
Blocks, 4 x 6 mm in size, of fixed lung, heart muscle and kidney section well at 3-5 µm after 14 days
infiltration at -20° C. Air dried lung may also be embedded in GMA with this procedure. Both yellowgreen and red microspheres retain their fluorescence throughout the embedding process.
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Table 3. Tissue Processing for Historesin Embedding
Tissue blocks 5 x 5 x 8 mm. Glutaraldehyde fixation (not evaluated with other fixatives).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Rinse in buffer used for the glutaraldehyde – 3 changes of 15 minutes
To 35% ethanol – 2 changes of 15 minutes
To 70% ethanol – 4 changes of 15 minutes
To 95% ethanol – 2 changes of 15 minutes
To 100% ethanol – 4 changes of 15 minutes
To 100% ethanol + Historesin Infiltrating Solution, 1:1 – 20 min (optional)
To Historesin Infiltrating Solution at 4° C – overnight (vacuum degas enough of the
Infiltrating Solution for step 7 and to make up the required Embedding Solution as well; lung
tissue may benefit by being kept under vacuum overnight instead of in a refrigerator)
To Historesin Embedding Solution at –20° C – 24 hours (always handle the Embedding
Solution on ice and return to freezer as quickly as possible)
To Historesin Embedding Solution at –20° C – 6-13 days, changing to freshly made Solution
every 24 to 48 hours (usually safe to leave tissue in the same solution over a week-end after
the third day)
Transfer tissue to embedding molds on ice, fill the lower half of the mold with fresh
Embedding Solution, and cover the tissue and solution with a piece of Parafilm; polymerize
overnight in a refrigerator at 4° C or keep larger molds on a bed of crushed ice
Attach to specimen mounts with the last of the Embedding Solution

9.
10.
11.

C. Vibratome Sectioning of Air-Dried Lung
Unfixed lungs can be dried over a period of several days by inflating with air at a known pressure. Dry
lungs are sufficiently rigid to be sliced, and cubes of tissue, 10-15 mm on a side, can be cut out of the
slices and fastened with a gel cyanoacrylate glue to 15x19 mm hardwood specimen mounts which fit in
the chuck of the Vibratome. Of a number of glues tried, Quick Tite Super Glue Gel was the only really
satisfactory product. "Non-gel" glues wick into much of the dry lung and render it too hard to section.
Sections were cut dry with the slowest advance of the cutting blade at a thickness of 100-150 µm and
positioned without mounting medium under coverglasses on microscope slides. The coverglasses were
then attached to the slides with narrow strips of Scotch Magic Tape.

D. Vibratome Sectioning of Unembedded Fixed Tissue
Tissue (lung, heart, kidney) was formalin fixed and then hardened in absolute ethanol for one week to
two months. Cubes of unembedded tissue were glued to reusable, rectangular aluminum specimen
mounts with Quick Tite Super Glue Gel. As absolute ethanol does not have the water to catalyze the
cyanoacrylate glue, pieces were briefly wet in 95% ethanol before being glued to the aluminum
specimen mounts. The glue deteriorates in absolute ethanol so that mounted blocks cannot be stored
long term. Tissue blocks were kept wet during sectioning by periodic application of drops of ethanol
with a Pasteur pipette.
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A slow blade advance is required, especially through airways. Bronchi reinforced with cartilage and
heavily muscled arteries will section down to 50-100 µm. For bronchi, it is necessary to section through
the same cartilage ring that is glued to the aluminum specimen mount to keep the specimen from
bending in front of the knife blade. The histology of fixed lung sections is better than that of unfixed, air
dried tissue.

E. Vibratome Sectioning of Gelatin-Embedded (Bacto Gelatin) Fixed Tissue
Embedding irregularly shaped or subdivided specimens in a supporting medium allows the production
of cohesive sections. Also, none of the specimen is rendered unsectionable by infiltrated hardened glue
as happens with the unembedded material described above. Gelatin embedding does not degrade tissue
histology or the fluorescence of the microspheres, but the processing time is lengthy. Gelatin-embedded
specimens are usually frozen before sectioning, but Igarashi, et al. (1994) recently described a method
for serially sectioning whole rat embryos using a rotating blade machine. We adapted their procedure for
use with the oscillating-blade Vibratome.
Tissue pieces were fixed in buffered formalin. To prevent crosslinking (fixing) the gelatin in the
infiltrating solutions, tissue was washed in water for at least one day with a minimum of 10-15 changes
of water. Purified gelatin solutions of 15% and 30% (15 and 30 g in 100 ml distilled water) were
prepared at 55° C. Thymol (0.1%) was added as a bacteriostatic agent. A processing schedule for gelatin
embedding is given in Table 4.
Blocks of gelatin with tissue were cast in 22x40 mm Peel-A-Way disposable plastic embedding molds.
Although disposable, they are durable enough to be used several times if desired. A 2-3 mm thick
gelatin platform was cast in the bottom of the molds. This and the larger size of the mold allow for
accurate orientation of the tissue on the specimen mount. The specimens and bottles of gelatin are
handled under a red-coated infra-red lamp to prevent unwanted cooling while orienting the tissue in the
molds. The warm tissue will sink into the platforms, however, if the latter are not thoroughly chilled
beforehand in a refrigerator. Also, to prevent remelting the platform when the tissue is embedded, the
molds are filled with the warm gelatin in two or more layers (allowing the first layer to gel at room
temperature before adding the next layer).
Table 4. Tissue Processing for Gelatin Embedding
Tissue blocks up to approximately 10 mm3. Formaldehyde or glutaraldehyde fixation (not evaluated
with other fixatives).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Wash in tap water – 10-15 changes over 24 or more hours
To 15% gelatin (aqueous) at 37° C – 2 changes of 24 hours
To 30% gelatin (aqueous) at 37-40° C – 2 changes of 24 hours (more for dense tissue)
Transfer tissue to embedding molds (Peel-A-Way molds are particularly useful) under an
infrared lamp
Chill gelatin and remove from molds
Fix tissue + gelatin block in 4% buffered formaldehyde – 24 hours
Warm gelatin block and wooden specimen mount; glue mount to block with molten 30%
gelatin
Fix tissue + gelatin + mount in 4% formaldehyde – 24-48 hours
Microscopy of Fluorescent Microspheres
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The filled molds are then chilled and the gelatin blocks removed from the molds. A thin spatula kept wet
with water is inserted between the gelatin and mold wall freeing the sides of the block. Twisting the
mold frees most of the bottom of the block and it can gently be pried out of the mold with the spatula. If
the gelatin blocks are fixed in formaldehyde while still in the molds, they are somewhat prone to fracture
during removal. In any case, the Peel-A-Way molds may simply be peeled apart freeing the gelatin
block.
Tissue embedded in gelatin does not need much surrounding gelatin for sectioning. The travel of the
specimen stage of the Vibratome limits the height of a piece of tissue to 10 mm. A block this tall needs a
minimum length and width of about 10x10 mm for structural strength. After a gelatin block is released
from its mold, its orientation to the cutting blade is determined and the larger excess dimensions cut
away with a razor blade.
The gelatin blocks are then hardened in buffered 4% formaldehyde for 24 hours at room temperature
(longer term storage is possible). Gelatin blocks and water-soaked, wooden mounts are then warmed in a
40° C oven and a bottle of 30% gelatin is warmed to about 55° C. The 30% gelatin is used as a glue to
fasten gelatin blocks to the mounts. Mounted specimens are returned to formaldehyde for another 24
hours. Igarashi, et al. (1994) recommend 3 days or more.
The blocks, now fixed for a minimum of 48 hours, are given a final trimming with a razor blade. A
rectangular cutting face works well, but the geometry of the face does not appear to be critical. The
longer side of the block's cutting face should be parallel to the blade to better resist the lateral motion of
the cutting stoke as the knife moves forward. The block and the razor blade holder are kept wet with
distilled water.
Sections are cut using a slow blade advance. Cutting faces of 11x14 mm have been sectioned at 50 µm
and smaller ones at 30 µm. With the larger faces, reliable serial sets have been cut at 100 µm, although it
is difficult to avoid thick and thin zones in a small percentage of the sections.

F. Frozen Sections
Historically, this was the first technique we tried in our laboratory to preserve fluorescent microspheres
in histological sections. In terms of tissue preparation, the technique is straightforward—fresh unfixed
tissue is frozen and sectioned at 20-60 µm. It has the obvious advantage of avoiding organic reagents but
the disadvantage that it requires the specialized technique of cutting frozen sections on a cryostat. We
have largely abandoned this approach because of several additional problems which include poor
histological detail due to freezing damage (which becomes greatly accentuated the larger the tissue size),
the sections are unfixed and deteriorate rapidly, and the practical difficulty or impossibility of obtaining
serial sections. A variation that we have not tried that would result in better tissue structure and more
permanent sections is to chemically fix tissue before freezing.
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G. Staining of Sections
Sections can be stained although the tissue autofluorescence with epi-fluorescence optics may be
sufficient to allow sections to be viewed and analyzed without staining. This is particularly true for the
thicker Vibratome sections and for sections of lung, which have more intense autofluorescent properties
than sections of heart or kidney.
Paraffin sections. Sections can be stained with hematoxylin and eosin (Delafield's hematoxylin worked
well) or with 0.5% aqueous methyl green (only lung tissue stained satisfactorily with methyl green). The
methyl green staining procedure is followed with a rapid wash in absolute alcohol if immersion oil is
used as a mounting medium. See the comments below about how mounting media cause fading of the
stains.
Methacrylate sections. Tissue embedded in Historesin is not fluorescent so unstained sections are not
easy to view with epifluorescence optics. But methacrylate sections can be stained routinely with Lee's
stain and viewed with epifluorescence since basic fuchsin, a dye in Lee's stain, is fluorescent.
Vibratome sections of air-dried lung. Staining was not attempted.
Vibratome sections of unembedded fixed tissue. Staining was not attempted.
Vibratome sections of gelatin–embedded fixed tissue. Staining was not attempted.

H. Coverglass Mounting Media
A mounting medium is spread on sections mounted on glass slides before covering them with a
coverglass (or cover slip). For routine paraffin and methacrylate sections, mounting media contain
organic solvents, usually toluene. Such mounting media can be expected to degrade the fluoresence of
microspheres as toluene-based antimedia do. We tested three organic solvent-based mounting media—
Clarion, Cytoseal, and Histolyte 60—and ten water-based mounting media—Advantage, Aquamount,
Aqua-Poly/Mount, Crystal/Mount, Fluoromount-G, Gel/Mount, H&E Mount, Hydromount, Omnimount,
and Mount Quick. Since the most extensive testing of mounting media was done on Vibratome sections
of unembedded fixed tissue, see that section below for the most detailed description of the mounting
media.
Paraffin sections. Cytoseal preserved hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining but largely extinguished
the fluorescence of red microspheres. Aquamount, Aqua-Poly/Mount, Gel/Mount, Hydromount, and
Omnimount were used on unstained sections and sections stained with H&E and aqueous methyl green.
They are satisfactory with unstained sections, but eosin and methyl green are leached from tissue within
a few hours, eosin yielding a uniformly fluorescent area under the coverglass. H&E Mount preserved
both hematoxylin and eosin stains but was strongly fluorescent under blue excitation. The standard H&E
procedure can be modified by substituting Histoclear II for toluene to preserve the fluorescence of the
microspheres in stained sections. High viscosity immersion oil can then be used as a mounting medium
as it does not affect fluorescence of the microspheres.
Methacrylate sections. Aquamount and Mount Quick aqueous coverglass mountants rapidly decolorize
Lee's stain. Yellow-green and red microspheres remain fluorescent, although the medium shrinks badly.
Microscopy of Fluorescent Microspheres
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Yellow-green microspheres remain fluorescent in Cytoseal mountant, but the fluorescence of red
microspheres in the blue exciting light (450-490 nm) is extinguished within half an hour. Immersion oil
works well as a coverglass mountant since it does not affect the stain or the fluorescence of yellowgreen and red microspheres.
Vibratome sections of air-dried lung. Mounting media distort dry sections and were not used.
Vibratome sections of unembedded fixed tissue. Sections can be mounted under a coverglass in
absolute ethanol and the preparation allowed to dry. Although lung tissue, for example, shows some
damage, the section quality is better than that from air dried (unfixed) lung. The tissue shows good
autofluorescence under blue excitation and the microspheres show up well. With the coverglasses
secured after drying with narrow strips of Scotch Magic Mending Tape, this method provides a durable
preparation with a minimum of labor.
Two of the organic solvent-based mounting media—Cytoseal, Clarion—were tried. Both diminish the
fluorescence of yellow-green microspheres to some degree, extinguish the fluorescence of red
microspheres under blue excitation, and leave only a faint remnant of the red microsphere's fluorescence
under green excitation.
The water-based mounting media produced the following results.
Aquamount: This mountant shrinks considerably as it dries, and 100 µm sections need several
applications of Aquamount in order to produce a durable, Aquamount-filled space under the
coverglass. Sections are cut in 100% ethanol and usually require partial rehydration to facilitate the
spreading of an aqueous mountant over sections placed on slides. Rehydration can be done by
placing sections in a 100 mm glass Petri dish filled with 70% ethanol. A slide is placed in the dish
with the label end resting on the side of the dish. A section is maneuvered onto the largely
submerged slide with a good quality sable hair artist's brush (which work better than a camel hair
brush). The slide is removed from the Petri dish and drained. The section is immediately covered
with several drops of mountant, and allowed to dry for several hours to overnight. Repeated cycles
of adding mountant and drying can be done before a coverglass is applied.
Sometimes, sections curl in Aquamount and need to be covered with a coverglass with the first
application of the mountant. Aquamount will often shrink completely away overnight from a 22
mm2 coverglass, essentially freeing the coverglass from the mountant-infiltrated section below. The
coverglass can then be lifted or 'popped' off and more mountant added to evenly refill the space
under a new coverglass. The initial drying or shrinkage step takes longer, about 1-2 weeks, with
sections mounted under 22x40 mm coverglasses. Small bubbles sometimes form within the layer of
Aquamount which do not refill with a new application of mountant; in such cases, briefly soaking
the dried layer in distilled water may help to refill bubbles when more Aquamount is added. In our
hands, Aquamount was the only aqueous mountant that allowed clean removal of coverglasses. With
toluene-base mountants, additional mountant can be added by 'wicking' it under the coverglass
which may or may not allow complete refilling of spaces that form due to shrinkage of the mounting
medium. This is not a feasible method for aqueous mountants because of the pattern of shrinkage,
i.e., the mountants do not shrink back evenly from the edges of the coverglasses.
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Ringing coverglasses with nail polish prevented shrinkage and air bubble formation for up to a few
weeks. Vacuum degassing Aquamount before use also helped. But even with a substantial amount of
initial work, Aquamount is not a permanent mounting medium. The same problems with shrinkage
and bubble formation also occur with 7-10 µm paraffin sections, although the initial bubbles are
small and the process takes longer.
Aqua-Poly/Mount, Gel/mount, Hydromount, and Omnimount: These mounting media behave much
like Aquamount. They preserve the fluorescence of both yellow-green and red microspheres and of
the tissue. As with Aquamount, thicker mounts last much longer if drops of medium are put on
sections several times before applying the coverglass. These media become firm in about an hour
and, except Hydromount, last somewhat longer than Aquamount before air bubbles form under the
coverglass. But they do not allow coverglasses to be lifted off the sections when they dry out.
Overall, these four media behave much alike.
Mount Quick: When sections were infiltrated without a coverglass, Mount Quick formed many
cracks upon drying. It is also not satisfactory for fluorescence imaging as it contains many small
fluorescent particles not readily visible under brightfield illumination.
Advantage: This mounting medium showed substantial autofluorescence.
Fluoromount-G: Of all the aqueous mounting media tried with 100 µm-thick sections (five-week
trials), this medium shows the least shrinkage from the edges of the coverglasses. The fluorescence
of tissue and yellow-green and red microspheres was well preserved.
Crystal/Mount: This mounting medium is supposed to be used directly on sections and dried
without coverglasses. For lung tissue, even with a generous amount of Crystal/Mount, the dried
medium can form air pockets in alveoli which become bubbles when a second application is made.
The dried preparations preserve the fluorescence of yellow-green and red microspheres, and the
tissue shows bright autofluorescence. Instructions supplied with Crystal/Mount state that toluenebased media can be used to mount a coverglass over a dried layer of Crystal/Mount without affecting
the section. A trial of 45 days with Cytoseal (60% toluene) over a thick layer of Crystal/Mount
confirms that both yellow-green and red microspheres retain their fluorescence. Fluorophores diffuse
out of microspheres in half an hour to overnight when coverglasses were mounted with Cytoseal
over sections covered with a dried layer of Aquamount or Aqua-Poly/Mount.
Tissue autofluorescence and fluorescence of yellow-green and red microspheres under blue
excitation appear the same with all of the above aqueous mounting media except Advantage. Kidney
sections have somewhat less autofluorescence than lung or heart. Tissue autofluorescence may vary
with the fixation procedure.
Immersion Oil: Several drops can be applied to the middle of a section in absolute ethanol and a
coverglass added to prevent rapid drying. Immersion oil is slowly miscible with absolute ethanol but
doesn't mix well with 95% alcohol. The coverglass may be removed after some hours to allow the
ethanol to evaporate. This is risky, however, since sections are not bonded to the slide and section
shrinkage and wrinkling may occur. Under a coverglass the small droplets of ethanol in the oil
disappear after several weeks, but the preparation may require months to clear completely. No
significant shrinkage of oil volume or gas bubble formation were evident for up to eight months.
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Immersion oil does not seem to diminish the fluorescence of either the yellow-green or red
microspheres. Tissue autofluorescence is about equal to that using the aqueous mounting media.
Vibratome sections of gelatin–embedded fixed tissue. Gelatin sections require an aqueous mounting
medium because they shrink and distort if dried under a coverglass without a mounting medium. This
also happens if drops of an aqueous medium, including Crystal/Mount, are dried on the sections without
a coverglass. Aquamount dries under a coverglass in a few days and retracts forming air spaces around
and over the sections although the coverglasses are not removable for several more days. By this time
the sections adhere to the slides (although they are probably not infiltrated with the mounting medium)
and more Aquamount can be added after the coverglass is removed.

I. Visualization and photographic recording
Paraffin sections. Photography of 7-10
µm paraffin sections with simultaneous
(single exposure) UV excitation and
bright-field transmitted light is an
effective photographic recording method
if the intensity of the transmitted light is
reduced. Dewaxed, coverglassed sections
do
not
photograph
well
with
simultaneous Nomarski interference
contrast and UV. Since paraffin sections
have considerable tissue autofluorescence
under blue excitation, they can be
photographed with blue epi-illumination
alone (Fig. 1). With experimentation, an
exposure index can usually be found so
that both the tissue and fluorescent
microspheres could be recorded in a
single exposure on Ektachrome color
film. Fluorescence is also present in
sections that have not been dewaxed;
with blue epi-illumination, un-dewaxed,
uncovered sections look surprisingly
good. Microsphere counts can easily be
made on such sections.

Figure 1. Paraffin section of lung showing several
yellow-green and red microspheres in the parenchyma.
This 7 µm-thick section was cut from a block after
Histoclear II was used as the antimedium and the
coverglass was mounted with Histoclear II as the
coverglass mountant. This protocol preserves the
fluorescence of the microspheres and the
autofluorescence of the lung.

Methacrylate sections. Stained sections can be photographed with bright field illumination plus UV
epi-illumination if the transmitted light is reduced. Unstained sections cannot be photographed using
tissue autofluorescence since it is nonexistent. Unstained, uncovered sections can be photographed with
simultaneous Nomarski interference contrast (using a sky blue background) and UV. Covering the
sections markedly reduces the amount of interference contrast, depending on the refractive index of the
mounting medium. Since we did not have a way of measuring the relative brightness of microspheres
and tissue, bracketing exposures was necessary to obtain proper exposures.
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Vibratome sections of air-dried lung. Sections under blue epi-illumination show considerable green
autofluorescence. An alternative with sections up to 50 µm was a double exposure of blue epiillumination only and bright field or Nomarski interference contrast transmitted light only. The exposure
index used for the epi-illuminated exposure was about ten times that of the transmitted light exposure.
This was the case even when a dark field correction was used with the epi-illuminated exposure.
Experimentation was necessary to produce good photographs.
Vibratome sections of
unembedded
fixed
tissue.
The green
autofluorescence
of
thick sections photographed much better
than 10 µm paraffin
sections
although
thicker sections show
apparent loss of resolution. Simultaneous
Nomarski transmitted
illumination and UV
epi-illumination or a
double exposure of
Nomarski illumination
and blue epi-illumination produced colorful
images with 35-50 µm
sections (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Section of a unembedded, formalin-fixed tracheal wall that
was cut with a Vibratome. This 35 µm-thick section was photographed
as a double exposure with epifluorescence and with Nomarski
differential interference contrast optics. The tissue is visualized at
moderate to good and the microspheres fluoresce brightly.

Vibratome sections of gelatin–embedded fixed tissue. Although gelatin has a faint fluorescence,
sections show good autofluorescence under blue excitation, and yellow-green and red microspheres
fluoresce brightly. The fluorescence is equal to that of unembedded, fixed tissue. Good color
photographs may be made with blue epi-illumination although 100 µm sections are too thick to use a
double exposure of Nomarski interference contrast and blue epi-illumination.
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Measurement of Regional Alveolar
Ventilation With FMS Aerosols

Alveolar deposition of appropriately sized polystyrene FMS labels shows promise as a means to obtain
high-resolution maps of regional ventilation. While larger particles deposit on the conducting airways,
an aerosol of ≥ 1.0 micrometer particles will deposit primarily in the alveoli rather than on conducting
airways, and the intensity of the fluorescence deposited is proportional to the regional alveolar
ventilation.
While the smallest possible particle size would best reflect the movement of gas within the lung, the size
of the fluorescent signal for a given microsphere is proportional to the cube of the particle diameter, and
a balance between these two constraints must be sought. We have found that we can obtain a
satisfactory fluorescence signal from lung regions of 1.0 cm3 volume with 1.0 micron FMS. Gas
movement to lung regions of 1.0 cm3 volume comes primarily by convection, and hence the FMS
aerosol method is appropriate at that scale. However it would be inappropriate to do microscopic counts
of 1.0 micron FMS deposition and conclude that differences in particle deposition between adjacent
alveolar clusters represented differences in regional ventilation. Gas molecules equilibrate within
alveolar spaces by diffusion, whereas aerosol particles of the 1.0 micron size deposit by gravitational
settling. Microscopic examination of lungs given 1.0 micron FMS aerosol exposure reveal a
heterogeneous deposition pattern in alveolar spaces, and a suggestion that most particles are deposited
on the same side of the airway walls, as would be expected for gravitational settling. Microscopic
examination of these samples does reveal that there is only rare FMS deposition on surfaces of the
conducting airways, mostly at airway bifurcations. More recently, we have found that adequate
fluorescent signal may be obtained using a 0.04 micron FMS administered over a 10-min period. The
deposition of a 0.04 micron particle will be substantially greater than that of a 1 micron particle thereby
partially compensating for the decreased amount of dye loaded into each microsphere.

Aerosol Administration System
The generation system should supply a stable monodisperse aerosol at a constant concentration
throughout the administration period. It is desirable to be able to switch readily to different color labels.
While the system described below attains these goals, it is possible that far simpler systems could work
equally well if their aerosol composition were validated.

FMS Aerosols
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Figure 1. Current aerosol administration system with a schematic diagram.
1

The aerosol generator (B) draws the FMS suspension from the aerosol reservoir (C). We use a
3% suspension of FMS in distilled water with 0.02% Tween-80 and 0.01% thimerosal that is first
vortexed and then sonicated for 30 seconds before pouring the mixture into the atomizer
reservoir (C).

2. The aerosol is passed through a silica gel diffusion drier (D) to absorb the water, and through a
Krypton-85 source charge neutralizer (E) to minimize deposition of charged aerosol on the walls
of the administration system.
3. The aerosol has additional gas added to the reservoir bag (F) to satisfy the minute ventilation
requirements of the animal, and the administered particle concentration is monitored with a laser
particle counter (G).
4. The gas-aerosol mixture is administered to the lungs by a piston-pump ventilator (H) that drives
a bag-in-box ventilation system (I). The aerosol only contacts conductive tubing and anesthesia
bags with this ventilator, minimizing the loss due to electrostatic attraction.
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Approaches to Maximizing the FMS Signal
Several different approaches to maximizing the FMS aerosol signal delivered to the lung may be used,
depending on the constraints of the experimental protocol. The first is to minimize the loss of aerosol
within the administration apparatus itself. We found that feeding the aerosol into a standard pistonpump ventilator consumed 2/3 of the generated aerosol. The bag-in-box system described above
consumes very little of the administered dose. Higher signals are obtained when the manufacturer
maximizes the amount of fluorescence loaded on the microspheres. The concentration of fluorescence
added to microspheres for cell biology applications is substantially lower than can be attained. The
choice of fluorescent marker is important if signals are low-several dyes have very high specific
fluorescence relative to other colors. Larger microspheres contain more dye, and hence have a greater
signal, but particles larger than 2.0 microns will have significant deposition on the conducting airways.
A higher density of FMS can be added to the aerosol apparatus, provided the aerosol generated remains
monodisperse. Finally, if the experimental protocol permits, increasing the FMS administration time or
altering the ventilatory parameters to increase settling time (larger tidal volumes or adding an inspiratory
hold) will increase deposition.

Potential Problems with the Aerosol Administration
Bacterial contamination of the FMS solution can occur, particularly if FMS suspensions are recycled
from previous experiments. Aerosolized bacteria from such suspensions produce pulmonary
hypertension, systemic hypotension, and hypoxemia in experimental animals. Cleaning and drying the
generating system after each use and using thimerosal in the FMS suspension appears adequate to
prevent this problem.
Deposition of particulates in the lung is not the same as retention, as particles deposited on ciliated
airways will eventually be cleared over a period of hours. Particles deposited in alveolar spaces must be
cleared by pulmonary macrophages, which then migrate to the airways. The latter process requires days.
All of our studies have lasted less than 90 minutes before the lungs were removed and air-dried. We
have not demonstrated any difference between particle distributions administered 90 minutes apart (see
below), and would not expect a difference for particles deposited primarily in alveolar spaces.
The FMS mixture is supplied in distilled water with 0.01% thimerosal and 0.02% Tween-80. The
distilled water is required to permit the microspheres to dry without a saline coating as they are
administered. Adsorbed saline will cause the microspheres to pick up water and grow in size once they
are in the fully humidified environment of the pulmonary airways.

Potential Problems with Analysis of FMS Aerosol Signals
The small FMS have a far greater surface to volume ratio in comparison to the standard 15 micron FMS
used for blood flow studies, and are prone to decolorization artifacts that cannot be detected with the
larger microspheres. We have demonstrated that if a TLC-dried lung labeled with a 1.0 FMS aerosol is
foamed with the quick setting isocyanate foam used with our previous studies, fluorescent activity is lost
at the lung periphery, particularly for the yellow-green and blue-green fluorescent labels. The simple
solution to this problem is to first coat the lung with a 1 to 2 cm layer of a slow setting polyurethane
foam (Kwik Foam, DAP Inc., Dayton OH).
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Because of the smaller fluorescence signal, two potential problems are background fluorescence from
the lung and spillover from dyes adjacent to the ventilation marker in the fluorescent spectrum.
Background fluorescence is most marked on the blue end of the spectrum, so that the colors blue, bluegreen, and yellow-green are most influenced. A second important factor for lung samples is the amount
of light scattering produced by a high particulate concentration in the soaked lung sample. A
deliberately macerated piece of lung without fluorescence added can produce a background signal that
can be eight times above the background signal for an intact, cleanly cut piece of lung. This artifact will
resolve if the particles are allowed to settle in the cuvette, but adequate settling may require several
minutes. Signals may be corrected for spillover from adjacent fluorescent colors using a matrix
inversion technique (see Section4). Since signals from intravenously delivered 15 micron microspheres
tend to be much larger than ventilation signals, we choose fluorescent colors that are adjacent on the
fluorescent spectrum for our ventilation markers.
Simultaneous administration of different FMS markers has revealed that a small fraction (less than 1%)
of the ventilation measurements show marked discrepancies, with one measurement being several
standard deviations higher than its companion. Similar high ventilation signals in those particular pieces
are never observed with any measurements preceding or following that measurement. We presume that
these high signals are artifacts. While this artifact has been observed with all FMS colors, it occurs most
frequently with orange. The two explanations which seem most likely are either there are very rare large
"chunks" of color which do not deposit out either in the administration system or the conducting
airways, or there are some naturally inhaled substances which give fluorescence. Favoring the former
explanation, microscopic examination of FMS suspensions at low power will rarely reveal large
irregular chunks of color among the uniformly sized microspheres.
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Miscellaneous Tips

Miscellaneous Tips Worth Repeating
●

Always use the same fluorimeter with the same machine settings and the same set of cuvettes for all
samples from a single experiment.

●

The fluorescence intensity of a sample can be increased by three means:
1) injecting more microspheres,
2) increasing the excitation and/or emission slit widths, or
3) using less solvent will increase the fluorescent dye concentration.
Each of these approaches has advantages and disadvantages.

●

If the solution to be measured is visibly colored, the fluorescence from that sample will most likely
be too high.

●

Meticulous cleanliness is mandatory when using optical instrumentation. Use talc-free gloves
whenever handling cuvettes. Cuvettes should be washed on a regular basis. Cleaning methods
suggested by a cuvette manufacturer (Starna, CA) are as follows:
Cuvette Cleaning Methods
Most laboratory detergents may be used at recommended concentrations; however, if the pH is
greater than 8.5, etching may occur with repeated use. In general, neutral detergents such as
'Neutracon' are safe. We use ES™ 7X® Cleaning Solution from ICN Biomedicals, Inc., diluted
1:100 in distilled water.
Rinse with distilled water followed by analytical grade methanol and/or acetone.
These cleaning methods should never be used on cells that are not of fully-fused construction, as
most of these reagents will attack the adhesives at the interface between the optical surfaces and the
cell body.

●

Tween-80® can cause transient hypotension in certain animals, depending on the concentration of
Tween-80® and the rate of injection. If this is a problem, the microspheres can be centrifuged, the
supernatant poured off, and the microspheres resuspended in saline. A small amount of Tween-80®
should be used to prevent aggregation of the spheres.

Miscellaneous Tips
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●

Suitable membrane filters are available from several manufacturers, including Millipore Corp.,
Bedford, MA and Poretics, Inc., Livermore, CA. In some cases, the filters have precisely sized holes
that are made by charged particles from a nuclear reactor. Filters are available in several sizes and
the filtration apparatus, which includes a glass support, a clamping device and a vacuum funnel, can
be purchased from the filter suppliers. The filters should be stable to 4N KOH for a brief period of
time (see Section 5).

●

Do not use other tissue dyes in samples, as they may absorb the excitation and or emission light
when measuring fluorescence (see Section 2 regarding vital dyes).

●

If fluorescent dye solutions are too concentrated, quenching (reduction) of the fluorescent signal can
occur, leading to incorrect results. Usually, solutions will be dilute enough to prevent this, but
suspected quenching can be confirmed by diluting the sample 1:1 in the extraction solvent. The
fluorescence reading should be 50% of the original solution if quenching is not present. If quenching
is present, the diluted solution will have greater than 50% of the original solution (see Section 3).

●

At equal concentrations, some fluorescent microspheres emit a greater signal intensity than others
when the recommended wavelength pairs from Table 1 are used (see Figure 1). It is possible to
decrease one or more of the individual peak emission intensities so that all peaks are at about the
same intensity by reducing the microsphere concentration, moving the excitation to a shorter, lessoptimal wavelength, or narrowing the slit width.

●

Different lots of solvent may contain impurities that can degrade some of the fluorescent colors over
time. We suggest making a single test solution containing solvent and all the fluorescent colors to be
used. This solution should be read daily for as long as you normally allow your samples to remain in
the solvent before reading them in the fluorimeter (e.g., if samples are to remain in solvent for 72
hours, read the test solution every day for 3 days). Repeat this with each new solvent lot. If
degradation occurs in specific colors, avoid these colors or use a new solvent lot. We have observed
that the stability of fluorescent colors vary between different lots of Cellosolve® acetate.

●

Whenever possible, tissue and blood samples should be digested in glass containers. This decreases
microsphere loss due to electrostatic attractions between the microspheres and plastic vials.
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Appendix A: List of Suppliers
Item

Catalog#

Price

Company

Address

Telephone #

2300 E 49th St.
PO Box 58238
Los Angeles, CA
90058-0248

800-421-6261

Plastics
CRYOSURE
VIALS 1.5ML
NO CAPS
1000/PKG

220-3902-080

$51.75

EVERGREEN
SCIENTIFIC

CRYOSURE
VIALS 3.5ML
NO CAPS
1000/PKG

220-3905-080

$59.80

EVERGREEN
SCIENTIFIC

CRYOSURE
VIALS CAPS
200/PKG

300-3900-020
300-3900-B20
300-3900-E20
300-3900-G20
300-3900-L20
300-3900-R20
300-3900-Y20

$6.00
$6.00
$6.00
$6.00
$6.00
$6.00
$6.00

EVERGREEN
SCIENTIFIC

CRYOSURE
VIALS 1.5ML
WITH CAPS
1000/PKG

240-3902-G80

$91.50

EVERGREEN
SCIENTIFIC

CRYOSURE
VIAL TRAY
1/EA

240-3919-W80

$13.00

EVERGREEN
SCIENTIFIC

CRYOSURE
VIALS 3.5ML
WITH CAPS
1000/PKG

240-3905-G80

$99.50

EVERGREEN
SCIENTIFIC

CENTRIFUGE
TUBE 50ML
1000/CS

300-3541-G20

$65.00

EVERGREEN
SCIENTIFIC

CENTRIFUGE
50ML TUBE
CAPS 1000/CS

220-3550-030

$65.00

EVERGREEN
SCIENTIFIC

pending
(case)

WILKS
PLASTICS

4800 Green
Valley RD.
Union Bridge,
MD 21791

410-775-7917

PERKIN
ELMER

761 Main Ave.
Norwalk, CT
06859-0156

800-762-8288

POLYPROPYLENE
96 WELL
MICROTITER
PLATES
POLYAMIDE WOVEN FILTERS

$500.00
(case)

Suppliers
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Item

Catalog#

Price

Company

Address

Telephone #

PORETICS
CORP

111 Lindburgh Ave

415-373-0500

Filtration
STAINLESS
SCREEN

92255

$23.00

TEFLON
GASKET

92260

$4.00

PORETICS

GLASS
HOLDER
25mm SS
SCREEN

92250

$139.00

PORETICS

FILTER FORCEPS

99090

$18.00

PORETICS

25mm
MEMBRANES
100/PKG

11078

$43.00

PORETICS

Livermore, CA
94550

Microspheres
15-µm FLUORESCENT
MICROSPHERES(10Million/vial)
15µm
BLUE
F8837
BLUE- GREEN
F8838
GREEN
F8840
YELLOW GREEN F8844
CRIMSON
F8839
RED
F8842
SCARLET
F8843
15-µm FLUORESCENT
MICROSPHERES (20Million/vial)
BLUE
255-9890
YELLOW GREEN 255-9891
RED
255-9893
CRIMSON
255-9894
FAR RED
255-9895
BLUE-GREEN
255-9896
GREEN
255-9897
SCARLET
255-9895

MOLECULAR
PROBES

4849 Pitchford Ave
Eugene, OR 97402

541-344-3007

TRITON
TECH

4616 Sante Fe St

800-872-1251

BAXTER

Baxter Scientific Pdts
1430 Waukegan Rd
McGaw Park, IL
60085-6787

$98.00

BAXTER

$175.00
$175.00
$175.00
$175.00
$175.00
$175.00
$175.00
San Diego, CA 92109

$275.00
$275.00
$275.00
$275.00
$275.00
$275.00
$275.00
$275.00

Misc. Supplies
REPEATER
PIPETTER
EFFENDORF

P5063-20

EPPENDORF
COMBITIP
SYRINGES
12.5ML 100/PK
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Suppliers

$355.00

P5063-27

708-689-8410
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Item

Catalog#

Price

Company

Address

Telephone #

$51.35
(gallon)

SIGMA
CHEMICAL

PO Box 14508
St. Louis, MO
63178-9916

800-325-3010

Chemicals
TWEEN 80
P1754
(POLYOXYETHYLENE
SORBITAL
MONOOLEATE)
METHANOL
ABSOLUTE

Fluorimeter Supplies
CUVETTE

18-F

$99.00

STARNA CELLS
INC.

PO Box 1919
Atascadero, CA
93423

805-466-8855

CUVETTE
RACK

58020-105

$13.45

VWR

Regional
Offices

800-333-6336

CUVETTE
WASHER

KT459961

$127.00

VWR

800-333-6336

NEOPRENE
GASKET
12/PKG

KT459951

$22.40

VWR

800-333-6336

ES™ 7X

76-671-94

ICN Biomedical
Inc.

3300 Hyland Ave
Costa Masa, CA
92626

PERKIN
ELMER

761 Main Ave.
Norwalk, CT
06859-0156

Fluorimeter
LUMINESCENT L225-0115
SPECTROMETER
LS50B

$28,615.00

Suppliers

800-762-8288
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